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Lot 
Number Thumbnail Title Description

Low & 
High 
Estimate

3001 LOT OF R JOHN 
WRIGHT.

LOT. 8" MIB Palmer Cox Brownie "Uncle Sam", #212/250. June 16, 2018. Also - 
book. Copy of "The Brownies' Merry Adventures", Palmer Cox.

100 
300

3002 LOT OF R JOHN 
WRIGHT.

LOT. 17" MIB "Mary, Mary, Quite Contrary" doll No. 042/100. From the Nursery 
Rhyme Series, 1992 was made exclusively for Dolly Dears, Birmingham, 
Alabama. Along with the doll is the original rake, an added green watering can 
and 1914 book "The Little Mother Goose", Jessie Wilcox Smith. Condition of 
book: age loss, discoloration.

300 
500

3003 LOT OF R JOHN 
WRIGHT.

Pair of MIB dolls. Little Brother, Little Sister - "Lillian & Arthur" , 000/500. 20" 
Lillian, 17 1/2" Arthur. These dolls won the Doll of The Year (DOTY) Award in 
1986 presented by Doll Reader Magazine.

500 
800

3004 LOT OF MAGGIE 
IACONA.

MIB "Dennis and Denise" Made Exclusively for 2016 UFDC Convention. 12" 
Denise and 3 1/2" Dennis (the Rabbit)). Comes with "Bunnies" book.

100 
300

3005 LOT OF MAGGIE 
IACONA.

16" MIB "Rebecca" #34/60 doll. 1996. Fully jointed doll. Condition: tiny black 
scuff on right leg under knee ball.

100 
300

3005A CONDITION 
REPORTS conditionreport@alderferauction.com

3006 LOT OF MAGGIE 
IACONA.

16" "Elsa" doll, #14/250. All original early doll with 5 pc. felt body and swivel 
neck. Tag on back of pinafore. Condition: surface soil on felt (from being 
displayed). Back of neck has a split in the felt. Tiny moth hole(s) on each leg. This 
doll is being sold AS IS.

100 
300

3007 LOT OF MAGGIE 
IACONA.

16" 1992 "Sarah" doll. #39/250, in original box. All original early doll with 5 pc. 
felt body and swivel neck. Tag on back of pinafore. Condition: surface soil on felt 
(from being displayed). Legs have moth damage. This lot is being sold AS IS.

100 
300

mailto:conditionreport@alderferauction.com


3008 ARTIST DOLL.

24" "Mark Twain" doll Ltd. Ed. 14/25 in original box. From The Classic Characters 
Collection. Carved features and hair. All wooden fully jointed body with carved 
shoes. Dressed in a 3 pc. gray suit and white shirt. This doll was made by M. 
Xenis, Dec. 2014, Condition: this is supposed to be a musical doll but it does not 
appear to be in working order. Other than that, the doll is MINT.

200 
400

3009 ARTIST DOLL (S).

Pair of MINT dolls created by Greek artist Xanthos Kontis. (He was the first artist 
to make national souvenir dolls for UFDC in 1953.) 9" "Father Knickerbocker" 
was the last doll created by Kontis as a national souvenir in 1958, New York City. 
8 1/2" "Benjamin Franklin"?. Kontis lived in Pittsburgh, PA and passed away on 
October 31, 1994.

100 
300

3010 ARTIST DOLL.

22" Marked EMMA CLEAR "Jenny Lind" china shoulder head doll. China has a 
faint pink tint. She is dressed in a champagne silk satin 2 pc. gown with ecru lace 
overlay. Pink braid/fringe trim. Cotton petticoat, pantaloons. Condition: nothing 
observed on china shoulder head, lower limbs.

100 
300

3011 ARTIST DOLL.

17" Unmarked male doll, possibly representing the Ottaman Empire? He is in a 
sitting position. The wax head has painted features. White human hair wig, 
moustache, beard and eyebrows (that appear to have been put in with the hot 
needle technique). Painted papier mache hat. Body is made from a hollow 
papier mache form. Wax lower arms and legs with bare feet. He is holding a 
decorated metal shield. Dressed in white tunic and pants. Condition: face is 
cracked. Thumb on right hand is cracked. The tips of his fingers and toes are 
missing from left hand, left foot. Age loss to hat. This lot is being sold AS IS.

100 
300

3012 ARTIST DOLL.

1998 MINT 4" All bisque "Lisette", a Ltd. Ed. Ensemble No. 1498 by artist Cathy 
Hansen. This was made for the 49th Annual Convention of UFDC, New Orleans. 
Doll has stationary eyes, closed mouth, pierced ears, curly blonde wig. She is 
dressed in a cotton 1 pc. under garment. The Ensemble includes the tapestry 
carpet bag, logo stand, silk dress and cotton dressing gown.

100 
300

3013 ARTIST DOLL(S).

Lot of (3) MINT porcelain dolls by the U.S. Historical Society. Part of The Living 
Image Dolls of The Great Americans. 1982 12 1/2" "George Washington" doll set 
No. 19. Dressed in felt, suede and leather clothing. Comes with sword, wooden 
base. 10 1/2" "Abigail Adams" doll. Dressed in silk satin. Comes with wooden 
base. 10 1/2" "Martha Washington" doll. Dressed in silk and silk satin. Comes 
with wooden base. All of these dolls come in their original boxes.

100 
300

3014 ARTIST DOLL(S).

Pair of wood lady dolls by artist Leopold Gruber. 9 3/4", 10 1/4". Similar to the 
Swiss Linden wood dolls, but these ladies have stationary blue glass eyes (with 
molded eyelids). Wood bodies, legs with shoes, lower arms. They both have 
character faces.

100 
300

3015 ARTIST DOLL(S).
Pair of dolls. MIB 8" Porcelain "Celeste" by artist Stephanie Blythe, UFDC Las 
Vegas, Nevada 2008. 4" "Sleeping Baby" by artist M.J. Post? 69' or 09". This 
came from a UFDC Convention.

30 
100



3016 ARTIST DOLL(S).

LOT. 10" Tagged "Eleanor Roosevelt" by artist Bernard Ravca. 6" 1987 UFDC 
Region 13 Conference (sitting) "Cookie" doll by artist Linda Steele. 236/400. MIB 
14" "Father Time/Marcus" FIN AU MILLENAIRE doll with mask by artist Susan 
Dunham. Souvenir from the UFDC National Convention Chicago 2000.

50 
200

3017
UFDC 
SOUVENIR 
DOLL.

2007 MIB MUSIC, MUSIC, MUSIC Detroit, MI UFDC Madame Alexander Cissette 
doll in case. She comes with additional clothing, hair pieces, accessories.

50 
200

3018 ARTIST DOLL(S).

LOT. All of these dolls have porcelain heads, lower limbs. 5 1/2" "Lady doll" by 
artist Joan Benzell. Original box. The following (3) dolls are by artist Lauren 
Welker. 5" "Witch". Bridal set - 5 1/2" "Bride", 5 3/4" "Groom". There is also a 
decorated 3-tier wedding cake that sits on a wooden table.

50 
200

3019 ARTIST DOLL(S).

Pair of "Amish Girl & Boy" dolls by artist Marjorie Maninger. Porcelain heads and 
lower limbs. The dolls have stationary eyes, closed mouths, mohair wgs. 1987 
16" Tagged Sarah and 1988 17" Boy. Sarah is holding her 5 1/2" cloth doll. 
Original box.

50 
200

3020 ARTIST DOLL(S).

Lot of (4) wooden dolls. 18 1/2" Female child doll marked 1990 Zasan Original 
Design ZASAN WOOD. Wood head and lower limbs. Pair of 7 1/2" Unmarked 
hand carved female dolls dressed in German Black Forest type outfits. One is a 
brunette, the other a blonde. 3 1/4" Unmarked hand carved male figure with 
painted German outfit.

50 
200

3020A CONDITION 
REPORTS conditionreport@alderferauction.com

3021 ARTIST DOLL(S).

Lot of (6) MIB Kathe Kruse dolls. (5) 5" Dollhouse Dolls - (2) 2006-2007 Little 
Max. 2005-2006 The Small Finerle. 2007-2008 Kathl Blond. 2008-2009 Linchen. 
10 1/2" Barbel 8/190 made exclusively for the 2005 Convention of the United 
Federation of Doll Clubs.

50 
200

3022 ARTIST DOLL(S). Lot of (3) MIB Kathe Kruse dolls. 13" "Heli" with her wooden sled. 14 1/2" 
""Kay". 13" "Fuicheu"?.

100 
300

3023 ARTIST DOLL(S).

23" "Geppetto" doll Ltd. Ed. 71/350 in original box. From the Once Upon A Time 
Series. Carved features and hair. All wooden fully jointed body with carved 
shoes. Dressed in shirt, pants and leather cobbler's apron. This doll was made by 
M. Xenis, May 2006. Condition: this is supposed to be a musical doll but it does
not appear to be in working order. Other than that, the doll is MINT.

200 
400

mailto:conditionreport@alderferauction.com


3024

LOT OF 
ANTIQUE
/VINTAGE 
ACCESSORIES.

Lot of doll/children's jewelry. Tiara, hair comb, hair pins, barretts. Pins inc. 
sterling cupid pin, charms inc. 925 purse, earrings, bracelets, lockets, rings, 
necklaces. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50 
200

3025

LOT OF 
ANTIQUE
/VINTAGE 
ACCESSORIES.

Lot of antique doll purses. (10) Metal purses inc. mesh, change purse with 
compartments, penny purse, brooch. 1 1/4" - 3 1/4".

50 
200

3026

LOT OF 
ANTIQUE
/VINTAGE 
ACCESSORIES.

Lot of antique doll purses. (10) cloth/beaded purses inc. crochet, knit, glass 
beaded. Some from the late 1800's - 1900. Patterns include camels, flowers, 
leaves, geometrics. 2" - 5 1/2". Condition: age loss. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50 
200

3027

LOT OF 
ANTIQUE
/VINTAGE 
ACCESSORIES.

Lot of antique doll purses. (11) Leather/metal purses. (2) Souvenir inc. 
Washington, DC with mirror; New York with compartments. (6) Of the others 
have compartments. 1 1/4" - 2 1/2". Condition: age loss. This lot is being sold AS 
IS.

50 
200

3028

LOT OF 
ANTIQUE
/VINTAGE 
ACCESSORIES.

Lot of antique doll purses. (8) Leather, cloth, beaded purses. Victorian finger 
purse, change purses. 2 1/4" - 4 1/2". Condition: age loss. This lot is being sold 
AS IS.

50 
200

3029

LOT OF 
ANTIQUE
/VINTAGE 
ACCESSORIES.

Lot of antique doll purses. (5) Sterling and brass mesh, other. 1 1/2" Brass with 
clip to go on waistband. 1 1/2" Brass to go on wrist. 3 1/4" Sterling silver (silver 
tone) 1.25 ozt. 2 1/2" Sterling silver (gold tone) 1.31ozt. 2 1/2" Brown tone with 
silver mounts, gold leaves and accents (has compartments).

50 
200

3030

LOT OF 
ANTIQUE
/VINTAGE 
ACCESSORIES.

Lot of (15) antique doll/children's leather purses. 1 1/2" - 5". All of these either 
have a name/initials, scene or location where they came from on the front of 
the bags. Names - Mary E. Sharpe, Landisville, PA. Esther. "P". "F.E.S." Locations 
- Niagara Falls (Harriet Ellen Rising 1931). Coney Island. Atlantic City - Steel Pier.
(2) Atlantic City. Cape Cod. Haverill. Ocean City, MD. Shawnee -On--Delaware,
PA. Adirondack Mts. Scene - Lighthouse/sailboat. Condition age loss. This lot is
being sold AS IS.

50 
200

3030A Product is Sold 
AS IS Review all photos for condition

3031

LOT OF 
ANTIQUE
/VINTAGE 
ACCESSORIES.

Lot of (12) antique/vintage leather doll/children's leather purses, pencil/pen 
holder, travel bag. 2 1/4" - 4 1/4". Leather, reptile/type, suede. (1) Has a faux 
watch on front, another has a cutwork design. Condition: age loss. This lot is 
being sold AS IS.

50 
200

3032

LOT OF 
ANTIQUE
/VINTAGE 
ACCESSORIES.

Lot of (12) antique doll purses. Mother-of-pearl, leather, crochet, metal mesh, 
cord. 1" - 2 1/2". 1" Metal purse opens to hold pictures of Cathedrals. Both 
mother-of-pearl and others have compartments. Condition: age loss. This lot is 
being sold AS IS.

50 
200



3033

LOT OF 
ANTIQUE
/VINTAGE 
ACCESSORIES.

Lot of (22) antique/vintage doll purses. 3/4" - 2 3/4". Cloth, "alligator", vinyl
/plastic, velvet, oilcloth, suede, crochet. Mary Hoyer type, (1) has American Toy 
Money (coins). Note inside of "alligator" purse reads: this belonged to 
Grandmother Chase from her childhood Born 1878. Suede purse with turquoise 
and silver mount. 1950's Shoulderbag. Condition: age loss. This lot is being sold 
AS IS.

50 
200

3034

LOT OF 
ANTIQUE
/VINTAGE 
ACCESSORIES.

Lot of (7) pairs of antique children's shoes. Wool cloth, leather. Ankle button 
straps, Mary Janes. Early 19th c. English shoes with wooden soles. Condition: 
age loss, wear. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50 
200

3035

LOT OF 
ANTIQUE
/VINTAGE 
ACCESSORIES.

Lot of (8) pairs of antique/vintage children's shoes. Wool felt, leather, oilcloth. 3-
Strap high top shoes, ankle strap shoes, Mary Janes. Condition: age loss. This lot 
is being sold AS IS.

50 
200

3036

LOT OF 
ANTIQUE
/VINTAGE 
ACCESSORIES.

Lot of (8) pairs of antique/vintage large doll shoes. Leather, oilcloth. 4". 4" - 
"11", 4 1/4" 14 PARIS DEPOSE (Bee symbol) oilcloth. 4 1/2" - "12". 4 1/4". 4 3/4" 
- "14". 5". 5 1/4". Condition: age loss. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50 
200

3037

LOT OF 
ANTIQUE
/VINTAGE 
ACCESSORIES.

Lot of (8) pairs of antique/vintage children's/baby shoes. Cotton, silk, linen, wool 
felt, suede. All of them have embroidered details. A pair of the 4 1/2" linen 
shoes have beautiful silk embroidery on all sides. The suede shoes are a high top 
moccasin style. Condition: age loss. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50 
200

3038

LOT OF 
ANTIQUE
/VINTAGE 
ACCESSORIES.

Lot of (9) pairs of antique/vintage children's/baby shoes/booties. Irish crochet, 
crochet, tatted, wool knit, leather. The (2) wool knit have heavy leather soles. 
(2) Prs. have silk linings. Condition: age loss, discoloration. This lot is being sold
AS IS.

50 
200

3039

LOT OF 
ANTIQUE
/VINTAGE 
ACCESSORIES.

Lot of (5) pairs of antique children's shoes (1800's-1900's). Leather, cloth. Blue 
leather pair is marked (paper label) Brown Patent Nov 19, 1872. All have toe 
ornaments. Condition: age loss, discoloration. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50 
200

3040

LOT OF 
ANTIQUE
/VINTAGE 
ACCESSORIES.

Lot of antique/vintage brush, comb, mirror and container sets. Metal, celluloid, 
wood (tartan), plastic. Nice 6 pc. set for a French fashion doll in original box. 4 
Pc. brown container set. 2 Pc metal set. 3 Pc. blue marbleized set. 3 Pc. wooden 
brush set. Pair of brown combs. 2 Pc. pink child's set.

50 
200

3041

LOT OF 
ANTIQUE
/VINTAGE 
ACCESSORIES.

LOT. Lot of doll fans - (4) celluloid, (1) wood/paper. Lot of celluloid doll 
accessories - mirror, nail set, toothbrush, comb, cosmetic container with mirror. 
Lot of gloves/mittens. (3) Prs. children's suede gloves. (10) Prs. of doll gloves, 
mittens. (1) Pr. has German writing on inside. Ladies' powder puff on stick. Doll 
underwear - (2) cotton corsets, (2) cotton net brassieres. Condition: age loss, 
discoloration. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50 
200

3042

LOT OF 
ANTIQUE
/VINTAGE 
ACCESSORIES.

Lot of (21) prs. of 1930's-1950's oilcloth doll shoes. Various colors and sizes. 1 1
/2" - 4". Condition: age loss. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50 
200

3043

LOT OF 
ANTIQUE
/VINTAGE 
ACCESSORIES.

Lot of 1930's-1960's doll skates, boots. Ice skates - (2) prs for 8" dolls. Roller 
skates - (2) prs. for 8" dolls, (2) prs. high top, (1) pr. metal clamp on, (3) other 
prs. Cowboy boots -(2) prs. red, (1) pr. brown. All have metal spurs. Condition: 
age loss, discoloration. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50 
200



3044

LOT OF 
ANTIQUE
/VINTAGE 
ACCESSORIES.

Lot of (6) prs. of antique doll shoes with heels. (2) Cloth/oilcloth prs. for boudoir 
dolls. (2) Prs. leather shoes, (2) prs. oilcloth shoes. 2 1/4' - 2 1/2". Also - (5) 
single heeled shoes. Condition: age loss, discoloration. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50 
200

3045

LOT OF 
ANTIQUE
/VINTAGE 
ACCESSORIES.

Lot of antique doll boots. Rubber CANDEE boots and Wales Goodyear shoes. (3) 
Prs. oilcloth boots. (8) Prs. leather boots. Some single leather boots. 2 1/2" - 4 1
/4". Condition: age loss, discoloration. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50 
200

3046

LOT OF 
ANTIQUE
/VINTAGE 
ACCESSORIES.

Lot of antique cloth/oilcloth doll shoes. (6) Prs. oilcloth shoes 2" - 3 1/2". (8) Prs. 
of cloth shoes 2 1/4" - 3 1/2". Condition: age loss, discoloration. This lot is being 
sold AS IS.

50 
200

3047

LOT OF 
ANTIQUE
/VINTAGE 
ACCESSORIES.

Lot of (9) prs. of antique/vintage leather doll shoes. 2" - 3 1/2". Condition: age 
loss, discoloration. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50 
200

3048

LOT OF 
ANTIQUE
/VINTAGE 
ACCESSORIES.

Lot of antique doll shoes - Moccasins/type, Sandals. Moccasins/type: (10) prs. of 
leather, mostly beaded. (1) Pr. oilcloth. Pair of socks. Also - pair of woven 
sandals. Condition: age loss, discoloration. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50 
200

3049

LOT OF 
ANTIQUE
/VINTAGE 
ACCESSORIES.

Lot of leather doll shoes. (8) Antique, (1) vintage. 1 3/4" - 3 1/4" Some singles. 
Condition: age loss, discoloration. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50 
200

3050

LOT OF 
ANTIQUE
/VINTAGE 
ACCESSORIES.

Lot of new leather/other doll shoes. (13) Prs. shoes, boots. 1 5/8" - 4 1/4". Pair 
of SASHA sandals. (4) Prs. leather/vinyl shoes 5/8" - 7/8". 7/8" Red "Dorothy" 
slippers. 1 1/2" Embroidered cloth mules.

50 
200

3050A CONDITION 
REPORTS conditionreport@alderferauction.com

3051 LOT OF 
VINTAGE STEIFF.

Lot of (3) mohair rabbits. 17" Camel Rabbit with blue/black glass eyes. 5 Pc. 
body with swivel neck. Silver raised button, yellow tag 343.00. 6 1/2" L. Brown
/tan Rabbit with original pink neck ribbon, bell. Paper tag on chest (Original 
Steiff), raised silver button, yellow tag 2900/14. Condition: surface soil. 4 3/4" L. 
Brown/tan Rabbit with original (faded) red neck ribbon, bell. Brown glass eyes. 
Raised silver button, yellow tag 1308.0. Condition: This lot is being sold AS IS.

50 
200

3052 LOT OF 
VINTAGE STEIFF.

Lot of (4) animals. Mohair - T. Camel/brown Boar with original paper chest tag. 
Raised silver button, yellow tag, 2670/15. 5 1/2" L. Pink Pig with blue glass eyes. 
Raised silver button. Condition: mohair and felt are faded. 5" T. Black "Snobby" 
Poodle with original red leather collar, paper tag. Raised silver button. 
Condition: loss on top of head. Variegated velveteen "Lizzie" Lizard. Original 
paper tag. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50 
200

mailto:conditionreport@alderferauction.com


3053 LOT OF 
VINTAGE STEIFF.

Lot of (5) mohair animals. 12" L. Leopard with green glass eyes. Original paper 
chest tag, raised silver button, yellow tag 1314.0. 7" L. Camel Lion Cub with 
orange glass eyes. Raised silver button, yellow tag, 3311. 5" T. Camel/brown 
Baby Walrus with black/white glass eyes. Raised silver button, yellow tag, 
4310.00. 5" T. Ivory/rust "Kangoo" Kangaroo with amber glass eyes. Vinyl Baby 
Joey is tucked into pouch. Original paper tag, raised silver button. 6" L. Tan
/brown Reindeer with amber glass eyes, heavy felt antlers. Raised silver button.

50 
200

3054 LOT OF 
VINTAGE STEIFF.

Pair of mohair animals and lot of (6) wool pom animals. Mohair - 4" L. 
variegated "Spidy" Spider. Original paper chest tag. Condition: (1) of the chenille 
legs has broken off but is with spider. 11" T. Variegated Rooster with black glass 
eyes. Tag on underside reads: Made in US Zone Germany. Loss on green felt tail 
feathers. Hole on bottom of feet. Mark on right leg. Wool pom - 2 1/2" white 
Cat with green glass eyes. Raised silver button, yellow tag, 7291/05. (5) 
Variegated fish with vinyl fins. Raised silver buttons. (3) Have yellow tags: 7363
/07. 7365/07. 750/41. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50 
200

3055 LOT OF 
VINTAGE STEIFF.

11 1/2" Camel mohair Original Teddy Bear with black shoe button eyes. 5 Pc. 
body with swivel neck. Raised silver button. Condition: felt pads are worn 
(excelsior exposed), have been replaced or repaired. Mohair is worn. This lot is 
being sold AS IS.

100 
300

3056
LOT OF 
MINIATURES
/DOLLS.

Lot of dolls. 5" PARIS (Unis or SFBJ) bisque head doll. Pair of 3" German nodders. 
Bisque/china immobiles inc. KAYO. Babies - 3 1/2" celluloid in peanut shell. 
Renwal type. All bisque, others. 3 1/2" Carved wooden doll. 4" Russian doll. 
Condition: age discoloration. This lot is being sold AS IS.

100 
300

3057
LOT OF 
MINIATURES
/DOLLS.

Lot of miniatures, novelties. All bisque Occupied Japan circus figures in OB. All 
bisque angels in OB. Metal and plastic charms, metal Monopoly pieces. Food 
stuffs. Metal dinnerware. Beaded bouquet. Pr. of glass lamps. (5) Children's toy 
watches on original cards - Novelty Roulette, My Dolly and I, Princess Charming. 
This lot is being sold AS IS.

50 
200

3058
LOT OF 
MINIATURES
/DOLLS.

Lot of dolls. 7" Ruth Gibbs blonde china doll. 6 1/2" China Low brow with black 
hair. 4" All bisque 3093 wire strung doll. 4" All bisque with painted clothes. 4 3
/4" All bisque toddler. Group of parian/china Frozen Charlies, wire strung dolls. 
4 1/4" Celluloid Kewpie. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50 
200

3059
LOT OF 
MINIATURES
/DOLLS.

Lot of dolls. All bisque - 6 1/2 Byelo baby doll with paper label on stomach. 
Condition: chip on left leg hole. Pair of 3 1/4" German babies. Condition: 
chipped feet on (1) doll. Painted bisque - (3) 4" German dolls (damage). 4 1/2" 
Nut head Black lady doll. Pair of 4" painted wooden dolls with clothing. Pair of 
2" GRECON Made in England dolls. Other misc. Bears - (2) camel mohair: 2 3/4" 
Made in Germany. 3 1/2" Steiff Bendy Bear. Miniatures - bone box of dice 
(Mexico). Clock in dome. German metal tray, serving pieces. Petite point 
decorated furniture. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50 
200

3060
LOT OF 
MINIATURES
/DOLLS.

Lot of miniatures. Food stuffs - canned goods 1", boxed foods 1 1/4" -2", boxed 
goods 2". Wooden Frigid Foods 7" display. Wooden FRUIT display 3". Fur mice. 
(2) Renwal vacuums. Pottery, glass ware, "granite" ware, metal ware, Coke 5-
pack, ephemera. PLAY TOWN Honest Weight Scale. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50 
200

3061
LOT OF 
MINIATURES
/DOLLS.

Lot of dolls. (5) China half dolls. Germany, Japan. Condition: (1) has been over 
painted and is peeling. 4 1/2" All bisque "Sonny" with paper label on front. 
(Arms original to doll?) 4" "2" German all bisque immobile. Frozen Charlies, 
Parians - wire strung and immobiles. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50 
200



3062
LOT OF BLACK 
MINIATURES
/DOLLS.

LOT. Black dolls, figurines. (4) 2 1/2" - 5" All bisque Totsy type babies and 
another baby. Pair of 2 3/4" bisque immobiles. 2 1/2" Papier mache figure. 
Bisque figurines - 4" child sitting on potty. 4" L. man sitting on alligator. China - 
3" novelty figurine of child sitting on potty (ashes) next to toilet (cigarettes) and 
another potty (matches). Cloth - pair of dolls: 10 1/2" Black cotton sateen 
antique male doll (anatomically correct) with embroidered features, cotton hair. 
9" Brown cotton mask face doll with painted features, wool hair. Felt clothing. 
Condition: age loss on felt clothing. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50 
200

3063 LOT OF BLACK 
DOLLS.

LOT. Pair off tagged 7" "Cotton Patch Dolls" - Aunty & Uncle. Painted faces. 
Marked on bottom. Cloth - 9 1/2" Lady smoking pipe with painted face. Pair of 
7" dolls with painted faces. Wooden feet allow them to stand. Older male (left 
hand missing) and female (holding baby). 6 1/2", 7" "Old Mister and His Missus". 
Embroidered stockinette faces with interesting features. Condition: some age 
loss. This lot is being sold AS IS.

100 
300

3064 LOT OF BLACK 
DOLLS.

LOT. (3) Nut head dolls - 5" Lady with pecan head. Pair of Loveleigh Novelty Dolls
/type - 6" "Uncle Ned" doll with walnut head. 8" Male doll playing banjo with 
walnut head. Both have painted features. Pair of 9" dolls - man and woman 
marked 1947 Charleston S.C. Both have embroidered features. He had a 
bouquet behind his back (age loss) and she is carrying a washboard (loss). ALSO 
in lot - 7" 1920's carved older wooden man. Tag reads: Ozarks, "Aunt Molly". 
There is no "Aunt Molly". This lot is being sold AS IS.

50 
200

3065 LOT OF BLACK 
DOLLS.

"The Old Woman in The Shoe". Antique black leather boot holding the Woman 
with (5) children. All have painted features. Woman -10". Children - 4" twins 
(dressed identically) , (3) 6" children (dressed differently). This is an interesting 
and well done piece.

100 
300

3066 LOT OF BLACK 
DOLLS.

19" A.M. GERMANY 351.5.K solid dome bisque character baby. Brown sleep 
eyes, open mouth, painted black hair. 5 Pc. bent limb baby body with cardboard 
torso and papier mache limbs. Dressed in vintage clothing, Condition: rubs on 
head. Age loss on torso. Rubs, paint loss on limbs. Discoloration on clothing.

100 
300

3067 LOT OF BLACK 
DOLLS.

Lot of cloth dolls. 18" 1940's-50's? One-of-a-kind hand made female cloth doll 
with embroidered features, brown wool yarn hair. Tan leather boots are part of 
body. Dressed in clothing made from vintage/antique fabric. Condition: age loss 
to wig and discoloration on clothing. Lot of (4) dolls 7"-10" that were purchased 
in Bermuda in 1938. These are traditional tourist type dolls that represent the 
Island. (3) Are marked Bermuda on clothing. Condition: age loss, discoloration. 
This lot is being sold AS IS.

50 
200

3068 LOT OF BLACK 
DOLLS.

24" A.M. GERMANY 351.8.K solid dome painted bisque character baby. Brown 
sleep eyes, open mouth, painted black hair. 5 Pc. papier mache toddler body. 
Dressed in vintage baby dress, bonnet, leather moccasins. Condition: nothing 
observed on bisque. Body has been repainted and has paint flaking off of limbs.

100 
300

3069 LOT OF BLACK 
DOLLS.

18 1/2" 134/127 (K&W?) Character doll with composite head. Brown flirty sleep 
eyes, open mouth, curly black hair. 5 Pc. papier mache toddler body. Dressed in 
vintage sailor type suit, newer shoes. Condition: rubs on head/paint loss on 
back. Paint loss on top of shoulder(s). Lips have been repainted. Finger(s) 
missing on both hands.

100 
300



3070 LOT OF BLACK 
DOLLS.

12" S.F.B.J. 60 PARIS antique bisque head doll. Stationary black eyes, open 
mouth, dark brown mohair wig. 5 Pc. papier mache body. Clothing appears 
original. Condition: nothing observed on bisque. Clothing, wig have age loss, 
discoloration. Eyes that were factory set, are not identical. This lot is being sold 
AS IS.

50 
200

3071 LOT OF BLACK 
DOLLS.

Lot of (4) antique bisque head character dolls. 7" Heubach Kopplesdorf 144-1`16
/0 painted bisque Fiji Island doll with stationary eyes, closed mouth, black wool 
hair. 5 Pc. papier mache baby body. Original clothing. 7" S (PB in star) H doll with 
sleep eyes, open mouth, black mohair wig. 5 Pc. papier mache toddler body. 
Original clothing. (Left arm missing). 7 1/2" 128 Herm Steiner painted bisque 
Island doll with stationary eyes, open mouth, black mohair wig. 5 Pc. papier 
mache body. Original clothing. 8" (AM?) Painted bisque head baby with sleep 
eyes, open mouth, painted hair. Cloth body, compo hands. Antique clothing. 
Condition: as stated. Nothing observed on bisque. Clothing has age 
discoloration. This lot is being sold AS IS.

100 
300

3071A LOT OF BLACK 
DOLLS.

17" A.M. GERMANY 341/6.K solid dome bisque character baby. Stationary 
brown eyes, closed mouth, painted black hair. 5 Pc. papier mache bent limb 
baby body. Dressed in antique 3 pc. outfit. Condition: small rubs on face, left 
ear. Chip on back of torso on neck hole edge.

100 
300

3072
LOT OF BLACK 
DOLLS
/FIGURINES.

All of these items are made from cast iron/metal. Set of (4) 3 1/2" Musicians, 
each playing a different instrument. (Some repaint). 4 3/4" Gentleman holding 
his hat. 2 1/4" & 4" Domestic Ladies. 5 1/4" Domestic Lady that is actually a 
bank. 3" Child sitting on potty marked: St. Louis 1904. 4" Male child sitting on 
potty holding a piece of watermelon. Condition: as stated. Paint is worn on most 
pieces. This lot is being sold AS IS.

10 
300

3073 LOT OF CLOTH 
DOLLS.

Pair of dolls. 13" BRUCKNER doll marked on shoulder plate PAT'D July 9, 1901. 
Mask face with blue eyes. Jointed cloth body. Clothing may be original. 
Condition: age loss, discoloration. 15" All original BABYLAND RAG doll with 
printed face, blue eyes. Original clothing and wooden shoes. Condition: age loss 
on clothing. These dolls are being sold AS IS.

100 
300

3074 LOT OF CLOTH 
DOLLS.

18" All original "Polly Heckwelder" doll 1960's-1970's?, made by the Moravian 
Church Ladies, Bethlehem, PA. Hair and features have been hand painted. 
Brown hair, brown eyes. Pink/white gingham dress, white wool crocheted 
bonnet over pink cotton sateen bonnet. White dimity apron. Black oilcloth 
shoes, white stockings. Condition: age discoloration.

100 
300

3075 LOT OF CLOTH 
DOLLS.

18" All original "Polly Heckwelder" doll 1960's-1970's? made by the Moravian 
Church Ladies, Bethlehem, PA. Hair and features have been hand painted. 
Blonde hair, blue eyes. Blue/white gingham dress, white wool crocheted bonnet 
over blue cotton sateen bonnet. White dimity apron. Black oilcloth shoes, white 
stockings. Condition: age discoloration.

100 
300

3076 LOT OF CLOTH 
DOLLS.

Lot of (4) all original Moravian "Benigna" dolls, ca. 1943. 4 1/2" - 5 1/2". (2) 
"Cherry" dolls indicating they are little girls (damage/loss on one of these dolls). 
"Blue" for a married woman. "White" for a widow. All of them have their 
drawstring redicules with identification papers. Condition: as stated. Age 
discoloration on clothing. This lot is being sold AS IS.

100 
300



3077 LOT OF CLOTH 
DOLLS.

18" All original "Mother Congress" doll, 1900. Body is stamped with mark: Baby 
Stuart MOTHER CONGRESS DOLL Children's Favorite PHILADELPHIA, PA Pat. Nov 
6, 1900. Printed cloth face, hair, shoes. Antique white cotton clothing. Also 
comes with an extra printed face. Condition: age discoloration/fading which can 
be expected for a doll of this age.

100 
300

3078 LOT OF CLOTH 
DOLLS.

Liberty of London. All original tagged 8 1/2" John Wesley "The World is my 
Parish" doll. June 17, 1703 - March 2, 1791. Ordained priest Sept. 22, 1728. This 
doll came from the Zelda Kushner Collection and was sold at auction in May, 
2007.

50 
200

3079 LOT OF CLOTH 
DOLLS.

Liberty of London. All original tagged 8 1/2" "The Speaker of The House of 
Commons" 1904/66. This doll came from the Zelda Kushner Collection and was 
sold at auction in May, 2007.

50 
200

3080 LOT OF CLOTH 
DOLLS.

17" All original "Babyland Rag" doll with hand painted features, blonde curly 
mohair peeking out from under white cotton bonnet. Dressed in pink/white 
check dress. White cotton underwear, black socks. NO shoes. Condition: some 
age discoloration, fading.

100 
300

3081 LOT OF CLOTH 
DOLLS.

17" Handmade one-of-a-kind rag doll with embroidered features, no hair. 
Dressed in all antique cotton print clothing: dress, apron, capelet. Cotton teddy, 
wool pantaloons, newer wool bonnet. Children's brown leather boots. 
Condition: age discoloration on clothing.

50 
200

3082 LOT OF CLOTH 
DOLLS.

13" "Martha Chase" stockinette baby doll from Pawtucket, RI. Cotton sateen 
body is marked on left thigh. Vintage gingham romper. Condition: paint loss on 
head in hair area. Age fading on romper.

50 
200

3083 LOT OF CLOTH 
DOLLS.

21" "Philadelphia Baby" doll ca. 1900. These dolls were sold by the Philadelphia 
Sheppard store. Stockinette painted face and hair; lower limbs. Doll is wearing 
an antique cotton rink/white stripe romper. Condition: face and back of head 
are worn. Some paint wear on fingers, toes.

300 
500



3084
LOT OF 
COMPOSITION 
DOLLS.

18" All original marked Ideal "Shirley Temple" doll. Honey blonde mohair wig is 
flat but appears to be uncombed. Dressed in original unmarked red/white polka 
dot dress, 1 pc. undergarment. Original red leather shoes (damage), rayon 
socks. Condition: as stated. Crazing. Eyes still have good coloring.

100 
300

3085
LOT OF 
COMPOSITION 
DOLLS.

19" 1937 All original Madame Alexander "Princess Elizabeth" doll. This was 
originally purchased from the F.A.O. Schwarz store in New York on May 12, 1937 
for the price of $6.00. (Original sales receipt with doll.) Honey blonde human 
hair wig is uncombed. Dressed in tagged blue cotton dress with organdy sleeves, 
floral waistband. White hat trimmed with blue grosgrain ribbon. 1 Pc. 
undergarment. Black oilcloth shoes (loss on 1-buckle)) and rayon socks. 
Condition: crazing. Face has cracks around eyes. Eyes still have good coloring. 
This is a cute doll.

100 
300

3086
LOT OF 
COMPOSITION 
DOLLS.

20" 1938 All original Ideal "Deanna Durbin" doll. Brown human hair wig is 
uncombed. Dressed in tagged long floral cotton dress with her "She's A Doll" pin 
on dress. Cotton underwear, silver oilcloth shoes, rayon socks. Condition: 
crazing. Eyes have lost some of their color.

100 
300

3087
LOT OF 
COMPOSITION 
DOLLS.

Lot of (5) 1935 all original Madame Alexander 7 1/2" "Dionne Quintuplets" 
toddlers. They all have painted features, brown mohair wigs. They are dressed in 
tagged organdy dresses with matching bonnets and are wearing their brass 
name pins. Ivory oilcloth centersnap shoes, rayon socks. Condition: crazing, 
cracks (on (1) face, several hands). Age discoloration on clothing. Several are 
loose and need to be restrung. ALSO - 1935 booklet "The Story of the Dionne 
Quintuplets" and a matted photo of the babies.

100 
300

3088
LOT OF 
COMPOSITION 
DOLLS.

Pair of boudoir dolls. Both dolls have composition heads with painted features. 
24" Ca. 1920 "Smoker" may be the Cubeb "Cigarette Girl" model that was used 
to encourage smoking for women. She has a brown curly mohair wig. Fully 
jointed composition body. Dressed in antique purple felt jacket and pants outfit 
with raspberry felt trim. Black oilcloth heeled shoes. Condition: body, head have 
been repainted. Age discoloration on clothing. Loss on shoes. 28" 1930's Doll 
with real eyelashes, platinum floss braided hair. Composition lower arms, cloth 
body. Dressed in antique cotton print lounging outfit of blouse, wide leg pants 
and jacket. Black cloth heeled shoes. Condition: crazing, cracks on face and 
lower arms. This lot is being sold AS IS.

100 
300

3089
LOT OF 
ANTIQUE 
ANIMAL(S).

8" T x 15 1/2" L. Tan cloth cat with clear glass eyes. Marked on bottom: DEANS 
RAG-KNOCK ABOUT TOYS Washable and Hygienic Entirely British Manufacture. 
Condition: cat has age discoloration, fading, wear. It has been mended on neck, 
left hind leg and foot (wire coming out of this foot), body. This is still a cute cat!

50 
200

3090
LOT OF 
ANTIQUE 
ANIMAL(S).

Pair of dressed velveteen monkeys. Both have embroidered open mouths 
showing teeth, black shoe button eyes, long tails. 11 1/2" Brown monkey has 
black plush hair. Velveteen pants and vest; silk shirt. 12 1/2" Black monkey has 
brown plush hair. Wool pants, velveteen vest and hat, silk shirt and over shirt. 
Condition: wool pants have moth holes. Age discoloration on clothing.

50 
200

3091
LOT OF 
ANTIQUE 
ANIMAL(S).

8" T x 9" L Unmarked STEIFF? mottled gray wool felt "Elephant on Wheels". 
Black shoe button eyes, bone tusks. Elephant originally had a red wool felt 
blanket on back. Small part remains on underside, but a replacement piece of 
wool felt comes with it to make another blanket. Metal single spoke wheels. 
Condition: as stated. (1) Eye is in place and the other missing, but (2) extra eyes 
are provided. Age discoloration, loss to felt. Trunk seam has come open and 
seam under neck. This lot is being sold AS IS but still worth your attention.

50 
200



3092
LOT OF 
ANTIQUE 
ANIMAL(S).

Lot of (5) papier mache "Platform Horses". Each Pinto horse is 4 3/4" T x 5 1/2" 
L. They are all on green wooden bases. (3) Horses have right front leg up and (2)
have left front leg up (either a dressage or a Spanish walk). All have string tails 
and chenille ornaments on backs. Condition: minor paint loss. All are either 
missing an ear, ears or chipped ear. Some possible repaint. This lot is being sold 
AS IS.

50 
200

3093
LOT OF 
ANTIQUE 
ANIMAL(S).

19 1/2" T x 22" L "Platform Horse" pull toy on wheels. Brown wool covered 
horse with amber glass eyes, leather ears, horsehair tail and (replaced) human 
hair? mane. Standing on a wooden platform 20 1/2" l x 7" W. Metal wheels do 
not match - (3) iron single spoke and (1) stamped single spoke. Condition: as 
stated. Age discoloration, loss to brown wool fabric. Loss on mane. No tack. This 
lot is being sold AS IS.

100 
300

3094 LOT OF HOLIDAY
/NOVELTY.

Candy Container. This is an artist piece. 13 1/2" Black male holding a very large 
piece of watermelon. Papier mache head has brown glass eyes and a very large 
smile showing his white glass bead teeth. Head comes off to show opening 
(newspaper inside is dated 1990). He is standing on a moss covered wooden 
base. Signed HINTENACH on underside.

100 
300

3095 LOT OF HOLIDAY
/NOVELTY.

Candy Container. 9" 1900-1910 G.H. 1 (Gebruder Heubach) bisque head doll 
with stationary eyes, open mouth, mohair braided wig. Torso comes off base. 
Marked: D.R.G.M. 408292. On bottom of cylinder are the legs, wooden shoes. 
Bisque lower arms on wire. Antique clothing. Condition: hairline on back of 
head. Arms appear to have been painted but most is missing. Arm(s) may have 
been repaired. Age discoloration on clothing. This lot is being sold AS IS.

100 
300

3096 LOT OF HOLIDAY
/NOVELTY.

Lot of (5) MINT German papier mache Easter Eggs. 6", 6 1/2", 15" 17" Made in 
Western Germany. 9 1/2" Made in Germany.

50 
200

3097 LOT OF HOLIDAY
/NOVELTY.

Antique lot. Candy Container - 4" papier mache Witch sitting on a Smiling 
Pumpkin. Condition: bottom insert is missing. 4" T x 5 1/2" L Cloth covered 
papier mache dog with yellow glass eyes. Condition: age discoloration, loss.

50 
200

3098 LOT OF HOLIDAY
/NOVELTY.

Lot of (3) "Punch & Judy" puppets. Each has a papier mache head, simple carved 
wooden hands. (2) Have black lower legs. Baby has NO legs. Clothing appears to 
be original. Condition: largest figure (man with beard) has damage on his wool 
print outfit. Each one has some paint loss on head. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50 
200

3099 LOT OF HOLIDAY
/NOVELTY.

Lot of (7) half dolls mounted on brushes. 7 1/2" - 10". (6) China - (1) German, (1) 
FOREIGN Japan, the rest Japanese. (1) Newer Porcelain - on a different style of 
brush. Condition: age discoloration, loss on ribbons.

50 
200

3100 LOT OF HOLIDAY
/NOVELTY.

Lot of (9) china half dolls mounted on brushes. 7" - 8". (3) German. The rest 
Japanese. Condition: damage on (2) dolls - neck repair and arm missing/chip on 
head. Age discoloration/loss on ribbons. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50 
200

3100A CONDITION 
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3101 LOT OF HOLIDAY
/NOVELTY.

Lot of (8) china half dolls mounted on brushes. 7 1/2" - 8 1/2". (3) German and 
the rest Japanese. Condition: age discoloration/loss on ribbons. This lot is being 
sold AS IS.

50 
200

3102 LOT OF HOLIDAY
/NOVELTY.

Lot of (9) china half dolls mounted on brushes. 6 1/2" - 8 1/2". Markings are 
hidden under ribbons but most are Japanese, if not all. Condition: mold 
imperfection or chip on (1) hat. Age discoloration/loss on ribbons. This lot is 
being sold AS IS.

50 
200

3103 LOT OF HOLIDAY
/NOVELTY.

Lot of (10) half dolls mounted on brushes of different shapes. 5" -8". (1) Papier 
mache "Gretel". (9) China - (1) MIB Japan. (2) German, the rest Japanese. 
Condition: age discoloration/loss on ribbons. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50 
200

3104 LOT OF HOLIDAY
/NOVELTY.

Lot of china half dolls, dresser dolls. (7) Dolls mounted on pin cushions. (1) Doll 
mounted on a powder puff. (1) Repro doll mounted on a newer powder puff. (3) 
Perfume bottles. (2) Dresser boxes. Pair of matching perfume 6" bottles 
(damage to one). (1) Occupied Japan figurine of lady. German and Japanese. 
Condition: age discoloration/loss on fabric. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50 
200

3105 LOT OF HOLIDAY
/NOVELTY.

18" Hand carved wooden "Cherub" with instrument. This came from a church in 
a small village in Austria. It was sold years ago by the church, to raise funds to 
do renovations. The Cherub may have been carved from one piece of wood. 
Hook as been placed on back to hang on wall. Condition: paint loss, crazing in 
paint.

100 
300

3106 LOT OF HOLIDAY
/NOVELTY.

Lot of Snow Babies 1 1/4" - 2 1/2". (1) Cast iron, (1) marked Germany, (1) in 
snow globe. (8) Unmarked. Pair of 2 1/4" Christmas carolers (Japan). 3 1/2" L. 
Santa's elf. Also - 2 1/2" Bone? Eskimo figure marked NORWAY. Condition: paint 
loss. (1) With red sled has a chip on bottom. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50 
200

3107 LOT OF HOLIDAY
/NOVELTY.

Lot of (4) Art Deco lamps. All of these lamps have china half dolls as the 
centerpiece. (3) Are covered in pale mauve satin with floral trim. The fourth one 
is pale mauve taffeta and has a different type of floral trim. Matching pair have 
a base and the top is moon shaped. They are 12" T x 10" W. Single moon shape 
is 7 1/2" T x 10 1/2" W. It has no base but has hooks and can hang on a bar. The 
fourth one is 11" T x 10 1/2" W and is tulip shaped with a lace back. This one 
also has hooks and can hang on a bar. Condition: age discoloration, fading, loss. 
(3) Appear to have been rewired. They may not be in working condition. This lot
is being sold AS IS.

100 
300

3108 LOT OF HOLIDAY
/NOVELTY.

Lot of (2) antique items. 14" T. Bisque head MAROTTE marked with clover leaf 
symbol. Stationary blue eyes, open mouth, curly blonde mohair wig. Turned 
wooden handle. Clothing may be original. Condition: flake under right eye. Age 
loss, discoloration on clothing. Music box does play when spun around. 13" T. 
Papier mache head - elderly Asian man on turned wooden handle. Silk clothing 
appears to be all original. He is holding a broom and a bag (which has the 
bottom ripped out). Handle has a whistle on the end. Condition: age loss, 
discoloration. This lot is being sold AS IS.

100 
300



3109 LOT OF HOLIDAY
/NOVELTY.

Lot of antique/vintage items. 12" T. Bisque head MAROTTE Jester marked 118 2. 
Stationary blue eyes, closed mouth. NO wig. Turned wooden handle (which is 
actually a whistle). Clothing appears to be original. Squeaks when shaken. 9" T. 
Composition lady doll standing on a candy box. Doll has no markings but 
appears to be French? Curly floss hair, quite nice clothing. Pair of late 1940's-
early 50's 3" plastic dolls dressed in crepe paper dresses (total height is 8 1/2"). 
These were probably used as table favors for a bridal shower. (Age discoloration 
on crepe paper.) 10" Novelty lady with bisque head, skinny cloth body. 
"Parachute" in original box. 3 1/4" Celluloid man attached to stick and red silk 
parachute. Made in Japan. (Box is damaged.) Antique card of straight pins with 
glass bead heads. Condition: This lot is being sold AS IS.

100 
300

3110

LOT OF 
ANTIQUE
/VINTAGE DOLL 
CLOTHING.

Lot of antique clothing. (3) Long baby doll petticoats. (1) 9" Petticoat. (3) Long 
white baby gowns. Bib. Long blue flannel robe. Short pink wool coat. 12" Pink
/white cotton dress. 14 1/2" Black/blue silk dress. 7" W. Pink cotton hat 
(opening is 3" W). Black socks. (2) Prs. bootes. Pink flannel mittens. Burgundy 
cotton bonnet. Hankie, Large pink silk bow. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50 
200

3111

LOT OF 
ANTIQUE
/VINTAGE DOLL
/BABY 
CLOTHING.

Lot of antique white cotton and some wool clothing. (7) Doll petticoats 7 1/2" - 
11". (4) Doll pantaloons. (6) Doll/baby bonnets. (3) Full doll petticoats. (7) Long 
baby petticoats. Bib. (1) Doll teddy. (2) Doll bodices. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50 
200

3112

LOT OF 
ANTIQUE
/VINTAGE BABY
/CHILDREN'S 
CLOTHING.

Lot of antique white cotton clothing. Baby - (4) long gowns. Condition: blue 
stains on (1) gown. Children's - (4) dresses inc. pique with eyelet collar and neck 
ruffle. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50 
200

3113

LOT OF 
ANTIQUE
/VINTAGE DOLL 
CLOTHING.

Lot of antique doll clothing. 2 Pc. black outfit (skirt is 14" L. Jacket is 6 1/2" L.) 2 
Pc. white cotton pink flower outfit. (skirt is 8" L, bodice is 8" L.) Embroidered 
ivory cotton skirt with petticoat is 10" L. Printed wool bodice with black silk trim 
is 8" L. White cotton accordion pleated bodice is 11" L. Black velvet jacket is 8" L. 
(2) HATS - 7 1/2" W straw with black velvet trim. 8" W. Gray felt with black
feather and velvet ribbon trim. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50 
200

3114

LOT OF 
ANTIQUE
/VINTAGE DOLL 
CLOTHING.

Lot of (9) antique doll dresses. Cotton, silk, chambray, solids and prints. 7 1/2" - 
17". One came with a note: Made by Grandma Wolfe about 1889. Condition: 
age loss on silk dresses. Age discoloration/loss on a couple of the cotton ones. 
This lot is being sold AS IS.

50 
200

3115

LOT OF 
REPRODUCTION 
DOLL 
CLOTHING.

Apricot faille dress for 16"-18". 11" L. Mauve silk dress with matching bonnet. 11 
1/2" Pink cotton dress, petticoat and hat. 11 1/2" Plum faile dress. Rose silk 
French style coat, dress, bonnet for 22"-23" doll. Gray silk 2 pc skirt 9" L and 
bodice 5 1/2" L. 3 Pc. outfit with brown stripe silk - skirt 12" L, bodice 5 1/2" L 
and jacket 6" L. Ivory cotton cape with blue machine embroidery 7 1/2" L. 2 Pc. 
green silk stripe French fashion outfit - skirt 7 1/2", bodice 7"- 9". Cotton dickey. 
This lot is being sold AS IS.

50 
200

3116

LOT OF 
REPRODUCTION 
DOLL 
CLOTHING.

All new, never been worn clothing. Blue/white cotton check dress 5", (2) 
petticoats, pantaloons. 3 Pc. navy flannel sailor outfit - dress 6 1/2". Cotton 
clothing - white middy style 2 pc. outfit - skirt 6", bodice 5". Blue dress 6 1/2". 
Peach dress 9 1/2". Floral dress 8 1/2". (2) Polka dot dresses - 8 1/2". (3) Dresses 
- 7 1/2", 8", 10 1/2". 3 Pc. nurse uniform - dress 10 1/2". (2) PJ sets - pants 7 1
/2", top 5 1/2". Silk - dress 10 1/2" and hat 6 1/2" W.

50 
200

3117

LOT OF 
ANTIQUE
/VINTAGE BABY
/DOLL 
CLOTHING.

Baby - antique (2) long cotton gowns. Long wool coat with silk embroidered 
trim. Doll - (2) antique corsets. Decorated straw hat. Condition: age loss 
(especially on long coat). This lot is being sold AS IS.

30 
100



3118

LOT OF 
ANTIQUE
/VINTAGE 
CLOTHING.

Lot of antique white cotton clothing. Ladies - lace collar/capelet, crocheted 
gloves, pantaloons, long apron. Ladies - silk collar. Doll - long petticoat, bodice, 
(5) dresses, (2) nightgowns, (2) factory chemises. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50 
200

3119

LOT OF 
ANTIQUE
/VINTAGE 
CLOTHING.

Lot of antique white cotton clothing. Children's - (3) dresses with eyelet, lace and
/or tucking detail. Baby - (2) long gowns, (1) petticoat. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50 
200

3120

LOT OF 
ANTIQUE
/VINTAGE 
CLOTHING.

Lot of antique white cotton clothing. Children's - (5) dresses inc. (1) that is all 
hand embroidered eyelet and another that is dotted tulle. Also vintage child's 
jade green satin 2 pc. Chinese outfit. Top has yellow satin frogs and piping. Solid 
pants. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50 
200

3121

LOT OF 
ANTIQUE
/VINTAGE 
CLOTHING.

Lot of (4) antique long white cotton baby gowns. All have either eyelet, lace, or 
pintuck detail. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50 
200

3122

LOT OF 
REPRODUCTION 
DOLL 
CLOTHING.

All new, never been worn clothing. Cotton - (2) 17" white dresses. 16 1/2" Ivory 
nightgown and booties. 12 1/2" Navy dress. 13 1/2" Plaid dress. 12 1/2" Red
/white dress. (2) Pale blue 11 1/2" dresses with matching bonnets. (2) Sets of 
underwear with petticoat, panties (that go under the previous matching 
dresses?) 15" Red/ivory TAFFETA dress.

50 
200

3123
LOT OF 
ANTIQUE DOLL 
CHINA.

Late 1800's French Service in original box. Gilt on tin. All pieces are marked 
PARIS. Also comes with tablecloth and napkins. Lid of box reads: "SERVICE A 
THE". Fabrique Francaise PARIS 1889. Box is 10 1/4" x 7 1/4" x 3 1/2". Condition: 
age loss on box. Set is not complete and has damage (handle off of covered dish 
but with item). This lot is being sold AS IS.

50 
200

3124
LOT OF 
ANTIQUE DOLL 
CHINA.

Complete China tea set for (4). Staffordshire England. Spallerware. Hand 
decorated brown sponge type pattern. Cake plates, saucers, tea cups, lidded 
pot, lidded sugar, creamer and waste bowl. Condition: repair on handle of 
lidded sugar.

50 
200

3125
LOT OF 
ANTIQUE DOLL 
CHINA.

Complete China tea set for (6). Staffordshire England. Hand decorated sponge 
border pattern. Cake plates, saucers, tea cups, lidded pot, lidded sugar, creamer 
and waste bowl. Condition: smear in pattern of (1) plate.

50 
200

3126

LOT OF 
ANTIQUE DOLL 
CHINA
/GLASSWARE.

Glassware - Set of (5)1950's baby bottles in original box. Under lid reads: S.P. 
Reed Co, Latrobe, PA. (3) Pc. set of 1930's Shirley Temple blue glass: cereal bowl, 
pitcher and mug. 1940's Clear glass tumbler with "Pussy Cat, Pussy cat" printed 
on it. Clear pressed glass set - Berry Bowl and (6) berry dishes. China - 
incomplete China tea set with different Kitty patterns. German. Lidded sugar, 
creamer, (5) cups, (3) saucers.

50 
200

3127
LOT OF TOY 
SEWING 
MACHINES.

Pair of 1940's Child's SINGER No. 20 sewing machines in original boxes. These 
machines are different from each other in base style and finish. (1) Is black with 
rectangular base. The other is black with chrome trim and has a round base. 
They each have the instruction leaflet and the table clamp in box.

100 
300



3128
LOT OF TOY 
SEWING 
MACHINES.

Pair of child's CASIGE sewing machines. Both were made in Germany, British 
Zone. (1) Is in the original box and has the instructions with it (in several 
different languages). The other has no box but has an instructions sheet. The 
machines are similar but have different patterns on them. This lot is being sold 
AS IS.

50 
200

3129
LOT OF TOY 
SEWING 
MACHINES.

Child's FOLEY & WILLIAMS sewing machine. F & W Automatic. Cast iron body 
with chrome detail. Comes with a copy of the 1907 Directions for Use for a full 
size machine (printed off the internet). This lot is being sold AS IS.

50 
200

3130
LOT OF TOY 
SEWING 
MACHINES.

Lot of (3) child's sewing machines. These are all sheet metal. 4 1/2" x 4 1/2" 
Black machine is unmarked. 7 1/2" x 7 1/2" Black machine is marked Made in 
Germany. 7 1/2" x 8" Red machine is marked Made in Germany with CASIGE 
symbol only. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50 
200

3130A
LOT OF TOY 
SEWING 
MACHINES.

"A SINGER For The Girls" sewing machine in an original box. Black machine with 
chrome trim, round base. No instruction leaflet or table clamp. This box is 
different from the ones in Lot #3127. Condition: age loss on box.

50 
200

3131 LOT OF 1950's-
1960's DOLLS.

12" Madame Alexander 1961 Lissy face "Tommy" doll #1240 in original box. 
Made exclusively for FAO Schwarz. This was made for the 100th Anniversary of 
the store and was considered a Centennial Doll. (Advertisement of the doll(s) is 
in the box.) He comes with his little wooden Rocking Horse that says 100 Yrs. in 
TOYS 1862-1962 FAO Schwarz. Made in Germany. Original price advertised 
$10.95. Age discoloration on clothing and back of head. Box has some age loss, 
discoloration.

100 
300

3132 LOT OF 1950's-
1960's DOLLS.

Madame Alexander Cissette lot. 10 1/2" Late 1950's doll in original box (no 
number on box). Beautiful uncombed blonde hair. All original outfit. She comes 
with an additional white ballerina outfit #0806 (if in the correct box). She also 
comes with a set of underwear and tagged polka dot coat with matching hat. 
Handmade black curly lamb coat. Condition: doll is MINT. Boxes have age loss, 
discoloration. This is still a wonderful lot.

200 
400

3133 LOT OF 1950's-
1960's DOLLS.

26" Effanbee 1950 all original "NOMA", The Electronic Doll in original box. Hard 
plastic head/shoulder plate, pink cotton body and vinyl limbs. She has the pink 
PLASTIC box on front of torso. Advertising sheet with doll. Condition: vinyl has 
discolored over the years. Body and taffeta clothing are clean, nicely colored. 
Voice box is probably not in working order.

100 
300

3134 LOT OF 1950's-
1960's DOLLS.

26" Effanbee 1950 all original "NOMA", The Electronic Doll. (NO box.) Hard 
plastic head/shoulder plate, pink cotton body and vinyl limbs. She has the 
METAL box on the front of torso. Advertising sheet with doll. Condition: vinyl 
has discolored over the years. Body has minor discoloration. Taffeta clothing is 
still nicely colored. Shoe soles have loss. Voice box is probably not in working 
order.

50 
200

3135
LOT OF 1950's-
1960's DOLLS
/FURNITURE.

Lot of Sandra Sue wooden furniture in original boxes. Made by Richwood Toys 
Inc. Canopy Bed and Wardrobe. Bed has floral spread, pillow and canopy but NO 
mattress. Wardrobe is 11 1/2" T with finials. Also - Sandra Sue Swing - 300. 
Condition: wooden canopy has been repaired in (1) corner.

100 
300



3136
LOT OF 1950's-
1960's DOLLS
/FURNITURE.

Lot of Sandra Sue wooden furniture made by Richwood Toys, Inc. Canopy Bed w
/mattress, 11 1/2" Wardrobe. 5" 2- Drawer chest (1- drawer pull has ring 
missing). 11" 4- Drawer chest on chest (1-drawer pull has ring missing). 
Condition: as stated.

100 
300

3137
LOT OF 1950's-
1960's DOLLS
/FURNITURE.

Lot of Sandra Sue wooden furniture made by Richwood Toys, Inc. Canopy Bed w
/mattress. 11 1/2" Wardrobe. Also made by Richwood but a different scale - 16" 
Wardrobe. Misc. items for Sandra Sue - (2) extra bed slats, pair of ski poles, (1) 
canopy bed finial, pattern and (3) new felt purses.

100 
300

3138
LOT OF 
ANTIQUE DOLL 
FURNITURE.

8 Pc. set of Breton French Provincial walnut doll furniture. Hand carved panels. 
Included : 14" x 12" x 5" "Lit Clos" doll bed in form of a cupboard ((2) sliding 
doors, (2) hinged doors. (Bretons slept in closed beds of this style of furniture 
with doors that closed for warmth in cold months.) Cupboard 14" x 10" x 5". 
Cupboard (with 4-doors) 10" x 11" x 4" (Repaired). Heavily carved details on 
front and sides of all pieces. Long low chest w/storage 3" x 11" x 3". Bench w
/storage 9" x 8 1/2" x 4". Chair w/storage 9 1/2" x 5" x 4". Chair 9 1/2" x 4" x 4" 
(marked on bottom - Made in France BRETAGNE. Paimpol Mar 1953). Long table 
4 1/2" x 12" x 5 1/2". Condition: as stated. This is an interesting and beautiful set 
that would be perfect for a small Bebe or Poupee.

300 
500

3139
LOT OF 
ANTIQUE DOLL 
FURNITURE.

Pair of Thonet style bentwood arm chairs with caned seats. 11 3/4" Chair has a 
newer caned seat. 12" Chair has the original caned seat. Condition: 12" chair has 
a small split on back edge.

50 
200

3140 LOT OF CHINA 
DOLLS.

Lot of (4) 1947 pink china Ruth Gibbs dolls. Pair of 7" dolls. Both have gold 
painted shoes, replaced clothing. Blonde has a pink body. Brunette has white 
china arms, rust body. Pair of 11" dolls have pink bodies, have painted gold bead 
necklaces and are dressed in identical original outfits. Redhead has black 
painted shoes, Doll with black hair has gold painted shoes. (2) Stands. Condition: 
as stated.

100 
300

3141 LOT OF CHINA 
DOLLS.

Lot of (4) dolls with blue eyes, wearing antique clothing. 8" Blonde "1" Low brow 
with china/parian lower limbs. Condition: right hand has been repaired. Newer 
cloth body. 7 1/4" Doll with black center part hair. Antique cloth body with 
leather hands, individual fingers. 10 1/2" Doll with black center part hair. 
Antique cloth body with china lower arms, wooden lower legs. Condition: 
shoulder plate is cracked. Loss on both lower legs (foot missing). 14" Doll with 
black center part flat top style hair. Cloth body. Condition: shoulder plate is 
cracked. Cloth arms have been replaced. (1) Leather boot missing. Newer 
underwear. Condition: age loss, discoloration on clothing. This lot is being sold 
AS IS.

50 
200

3142 LOT OF CHINA 
DOLLS.

19" Unmarked 1870's doll with black center part hair, blue eyes, nice cheek 
coloring. Original cloth body with leather lower arms. Mitt style hands. Dressed 
in antique blue cotton dress; white petticoat, pantaloons, socks. NO shoes. 
Condition: nothing observed on china. Age discoloration, loss on clothing.

50 
200

3143 LOT OF CHINA
/HALF DOLLS.

Lot of dolls/half dolls. Germany, Japan. Dolls - (3) with black hair, cloth bodies, 
china lower limbs. 4" 1870's doll with some clothing. 5" Low brow with some 
vintage clothing. 9" Low brow dressed as a Nun with full habit and rosary. 
Antique clothing. Condition: nothing observed on china. Age loss on clothing. 
Half dolls - (5) - (2) are not mounted: (1) has a wig and has been repainted. (2) 
Are mounted on pin cushions. (1) Has cloth legs (hand missing). Condition: as 
stated. Age loss, discoloration on clothing. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50 
200



3144 LOT OF CHINA 
DOLLS.

7" Unmarked doll with black center part hair, blue eyes. Right leg has pencil 
marking: 1848. Original brown cloth body. Parian lower arms and legs with 
painted pink heeled boots. Dressed in antique cotton print dress, lace petticoat, 
pantaloons. Condition: nothing observed on china head. Fingers broken on right 
hand. Age loss to clothing (and possibly body). This lot is being sold AS IS.

100 
300

3145 LOT OF HALF 
DOLLS

Germany, Japan. China - (1) mounted on brush. (1) With separate pair of legs. 
(7) Individual. Chalk - (1) mounted on a pin cushion. Bisque - 4 1/2" B 6/0. This is
a beautiful doll. She has painted features, intaglio eyes, fancy blonde mohair 
wig. Strung arms. Partially dressed in a rayon bodice covering her molded 
breasts. Condition: chip on inside of left shoulder hole. Fingertips on both hands 
are broken/chipped. This lot is being sold AS IS.

100 
300

3146 LOT OF HALF 
DOLLS

Lot of (19) china half dolls. Germany, Japan. (1) Has a separate pair of legs. Some 
have molded hats. (1) Has a lustre finish. (1) Appears to have been a bottle 
stopper and the bottom is broken off. Condition: as stated. This lot is being sold 
AS IS.

100 
300

3147 LOT OF CHINA 
DOLLS.

Lot. 12" Doll (mark illegible) with black flat top style hair, blue eyes. Original 
cloth body with wooden lower limbs. Cup style hands (thumb missing right 
hand). Legs have painted black boots, white stockings, pink garters. Dressed in 
antique clothing: iridescent purple silk skirt, velvet bodice with lace detail on 
both. (2) Cotton petticoats, pantaloons. Condition: age loss, discoloration on 
clothing. Doll comes in an oval glass dome 9 3/4" W x 14" T. This lot is being sold 
AS IS.

100 
300

3148 LOT OF CHINA 
DOLLS.

Pair of dolls. 21" Unmarked "Countess Dagmar" style china shoulder head doll 
with pierced ears. Newer cloth body with newer china limbs. Dressed in a very 
pretty contemporary 2 pc. period costume, with fur wrap. Antique cotton 
underwear. Condition: as stated. Shoulder plate has been repaired but crack can 
still be seen. 22" PATENT APP'D FOR GERMANY Low brow with black hair. This 
doll is a "Pet Name" with a molded shirtwaist and the name of Martha. Newer 
cloth body with newer china limbs. Newer clothing. Condition: as stated. This lot 
is being sold AS IS.

50 
200

3148A LOT OF CHINA 
DOLLS.

Lot of (3) china shoulder head dolls. All of these dolls have antique cloth bodies, 
blue eyes, pale cheek coloring. None of them are dressed. 10 1/2" Lowbrow doll 
with black hair, a pink body and papier mache lower arms (repainted). 11 3/4" 
GERMANY Lowbrow doll with blonde hair, parian lower arms and legs. 10 1/4" 
Doll, late 1870's-80's, has black center part hair. She has china lower arms and 
legs with painted pink garters. Condition: as stated. Nothing observed on china. 
Some body repairs. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50 
200

3149 GLADDIE LOT.

16 1/2" GLADDIE COPYRIGHT BY HELEN W. JENSEN GERMANY (mark illegible) 
character doll. Stationary brown eyes, molded/painted blonde hair, open/closed 
mouth with upper teeth showing. Cloth body with composition arms and legs. 
Dressed in vintage dress, petticoat. NO panties. Red oilcloth shoes. She is 
carrying a basket with pair of plush bears. Condition: some wear on head. Cheek 
rubs. Lips are pale. Crazing, cracks on composition.

100 
300

3150 GLADDIE LOT.

25" GLADDIE COPYRIGHT BY HELEN W. JENSEN GERMANY 1005?/1420.48 
character doll. Stationary blue eyes, molded/painted blonde hair, open/closed 
mouth with upper teeth showing. Replaced cloth torso with composition lower 
arms and legs. Dressed in vintage pink/white check dress with matching hat. 
Black oilcloth boots. Newer panties. Condition: as stated. Rubs on face. Crazing, 
cracks on composition.

200 
400



3150A Product is Sold 
AS IS Review all photos for condition

3151

LOT OF 
ANTIQUE 
GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLLS.

Pair of shoulder head dolls with closed mouths, Doll 1) 12" Solid dome turned 
head doll marked 60/3 with blue stationary eyes, pierced ears, honey blonde 
human hair braided wig. Leather gusseted body with bisque lower arms. 
Dressed in antique white cotton clothing, black leather shoes. Condition: black 
kiln specks on face and shoulder plate. Both leather arms have been replaced 
with cloth. Leather body has been repaired. Doll 2) 13" "E" Doll with stationary 
blue eyes, fat rosey cheeks, blonde mohair wig. Leather gusseted body with 
bisque lower arms. Dressed in vintage satin 2 pc. outfit. Pantaloons, no 
petticoat. Brown leather shoes. Condition: mold/firing imperfections on back of 
head. Left arm is under shoulder plate but NOT attached to body. This lot is 
being sold AS IS.

50 
200

3152

LOT OF 
ANTIQUE 
GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLLS.

Pair of ARMAND MARSEILLE dolls. Both dolls have brown sleep eyes, open 
mouths, papier mache ball jointed bodies. They are dressed in reproduction 
clothing, newer shoes, socks. Doll 1) 17 1/2" 390 A 2 1/2 M has a synthetic wig. 
Condition: mold imperfections on back of head. Black kiln dust. (1) Finger 
repaired. Doll 2) 17" AM DEP MADE IN GERMANY has a French blonde human 
hair wig, pierced ears. Condition: chips on rim edge. Mold imperfection on back 
of head. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50 
200

3153

LOT OF 
ANTIQUE 
GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLLS.

Pair of dolls with brown eyes, open mouths, synthetic wigs, papier mache 
jointed bodies.They are dressed in reproduction clothing. Doll 1) 16" 1894 AM 2 
DEP GERMANY with sleep eyes. Condition: mold imperfection on face; black kiln 
dust. Hands and body have had some repaint. Repair in knee area on both legs. 
Doll 2) 16" 40 P DEP (3 or 8) jj with stationary eyes, pierced ears. Body has 1 pc. 
lower arms. Tan leather shoes. Condition: flake on right ear hole and right hole 
above ear where stringing wire is attached. Black kiln dust on forehead. Paint is 
blotchy on cheeks. Doll needs to be restrung. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50 
200

3154

LOT OF 
ANTIQUE 
GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLLS.

Pair of shoulder head dolls with open mouths, leather bodies with bisque lower 
arms. Both are dressed in antique clothing. Doll 1) 18 1/2" 7 1/2 148 GERMANY 
has blue sleep eyes, tosca mohair wig, pin jointed body. Condition: black kiln 
specks. Body has been repaired. No shoes. Age loss on clothing. Doll 2) 22" 3200 
AM 4 DEP has stationary brown eyes, synthetic wig, gusseted body. Condition: 
kiln crack on back of head from rim edge. Black kiln specks. Nice clean body. This 
lot is being sold AS IS.

50 
200

3155

LOT OF 
ANTIQUE 
GERMAN 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLLS.

Lot of (3) shoulder head dolls with blue sleep eyes, open mouths, bisque lower 
arms and are dressed in antique white cotton/wool clothing. Pair of 12 1/2" 
LILLY? sister dolls. Both have mohair wigs: blonde, brunette. Kidolene jointed 
bodies. They are dressed in wool drop waist dresses, sweaters, wool hats and 
paper shoes. Blonde - pink detail (shoes are mostly gone). Brunette - blue detail 
(age loss to only 1-shoe). Condition: as stated. Moth hole(s) on clothing. 22" 370 
AM-2-DEP ARMAND MARSEILLE has a long brown human hair wig. Leather pin 
jointed body. Condition: nose rub. Age discoloration on clothing. No shoes. This 
lot is being sold AS IS.

50 
200

3156

LOT OF 
ANTIQUE 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLLS 12", 
UNDER.

Pair of dolls with blue sleep eyes, open mouths. 5 Pc. papier mache flapper style 
bodies with painted shoes. Doll 1) 8" HALBIG K * R GERMANY 21 has a 
strawberry blonde mohair wig. Dressed as a boy in an antique Little Lord 
Fauntleroy 3 pc. outfit. Condition: cheek rub. Black kiln specks. Left shoe is 
chipped. Doll 2) 8 1/2" 1078 SIMON & HALBIG S & H GERMANY 0 has a blonde 
floss wig with a coiled braid over each ear. Pierced ears. Dressed in what 
appears to be original clothing. Condition: 1/4" kiln crack on back of head from 
rim edge. Black kiln specks. This lot is being sold AS IS.

100 
300

3157

LOT OF 
ANTIQUE 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLLS 12", 
UNDER.

Pair of 10" RECKNAGEL 21 GERMANY R 12/0 A dolls. (Note with dolls says that 
they are from the Island of Marken.) Both dolls have stationary blue eyes, open 
mouths, brown mohair wigs. 5 Pc. papier mache bodies. They are dressed in 
their original costumes. Boy - has his original wooden clogs. Girl - is missing (1) 
sock. Chip on toe of (1) foot. She has replaced clogs. Condition: as stated. Heads 
have minor kiln/firing imperfections. Clothing has age loss, discoloration. This lot 
is being sold AS IS.

50 
200



3158

LOT OF 
ANTIQUE 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLLS 12", 
UNDER.

Lot of (4) dolls representing other countries. All of the dolls have open mouths, 
glass eyes. The girls have braided mohair wigs, the boy a curly mohair wig. All 
have 5 pc. papier mache bodies with painted shoes and dressed in original 
clothing. Girls - 5 1/4" GERMANY (crown symbol) 120 18/0. 6 1/2" GERMANY 
390 A.3/0.M. 7" MADE IN GERMANY (number illegible). Boy - 6 1/2" GERMANY 
390 A.3/0.M. Condition: age loss, discoloration on clothing. Nothing observed 
on bisque but THIS LOT IS BEING SOLD AS IS.

100 
300

3159

LOT OF 
ANTIQUE 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLLS 12", 
UNDER.

Lot of (4) dolls representing other countries. All of the dolls have painted bisque 
heads, open mouths, glass eyes. The girls have braided mohair wigs, the boy a 
curly mohair wig.(3) Have 5 pc. papier mache bodies with painted shoes and 
dressed in original clothing. The fourth has paper shoes. Girls - pair of 4 3/4" 
dolls marked GERMANY A.16/0.M. 8 1/2" ARMAND MARSEILLE MADE IN 
GERMANY 390 A.12/0X.M. Condition: paper shoes have age loss. Boy - 4 1/2" 
GERMANY A.16/0M. Condition: age loss, discoloration on clothing. Nothing 
observed on bisque but THIS LOT IS BEING SOLD AS IS.

100 
300

3160

LOT OF 
ANTIQUE 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLLS 12", 
UNDER.

Pair of 6 1/2" S.F.B.J. 301 PARIS 5/0 boy and girl dolls. Stationary glass eyes, 
open mouths, mohair wigs, 5 pc. papier mache bodies with painted shoes. They 
are dressed in original provincial outfits. Condition: age discoloration on 
clothing. Bisque is very dirty. Nothing observed on bisque but THIS LOT IS BEING 
SOLD AS IS.

100 
300

3161

LOT OF 
ANTIQUE 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLLS 12", 
UNDER.

Lot of (3) Native American character dolls Made in Germany. All of them have 
stationary glass eyes, open mouths, black mohair wigs, 5 pc. papier mache 
bodies with painted shoes. They are dressed in antique clothing. Doll 1) 6 1/4" 11
/0 is wearing a wool print dress (wig pulls on back of head). Doll 2) 7" 20/0 is 
wearing a cotton dress. (Paper headband has age loss.) Doll 3) 11 1/2" AM 4/0 is 
wearing a leather dress with fringe and painted detail. (Leather has dried out 
and is brittle.) Condition: age loss, discoloration on clothing. Nothing observed 
on bisque but THIS LOT IS BEING SOLD AS IS.

100 
300

3162

LOT OF 
ANTIQUE 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLLS 12", 
UNDER.

8" 208-9/0 W & S MADE IN GERMANY Googly eye character doll. Blue side 
glance eyes, closed mouth, long brown human hair wig. 5 Pc. papier mache 
toddler body with painted orange shoes. Dressed in antique cotton clothing: 
dress w/matching hat, panties. Condition: nose rub. Wig pulls on rim edge. Paint 
is blotchy. Head is loose and doll needs to be restrung. This lot is being sold AS IS.

200 
400

3163

LOT OF 
ANTIQUE 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLLS 12", 
UNDER.

Lot of (4) dolls representing other countries. These dolls were probably all Made 
in Germany. They all have stationary glass eyes, mohair wigs, 5 pc. papier mache 
bodies and are dressed in original outfits. (3) 8" Dolls with the same head mold 
(marking under clothing). They have closed mouths, blonde wigs. Hang tag on 
(1) reads Christinia of Sweden (missing (1) paper shoe). The other (2) are
dressed in the same outfit as each other and they are also Swedish. 9" 52. 12. 0 
(mark illegible) Doll with open mouth, brown mohair wig. Dressed in the outfit 
of the Swiss Guard at The Vatican, holding a halberd or Swiss voulge in his hand 
(halberd has been repaired). Condition: as stated. Bisque is dirty on 8" dolls. Age 
discoloration on clothing. Nothing else observed on bisque but THIS LOT IS 
BEING SOLD AS IS.

100 
300

3164

LOT OF 
ANTIQUE 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLLS 12", 
UNDER.

Pair of dolls with stationary eyes, mohair wigs, 5 pc. papier mache bodies. 
Dressed in all original clothing. Doll 1) 9" ARMAND MARSEILLE GERMANY 390 A.
12/0X.M Dutch girl with an open mouth. (Wooden clogs are taped to legs to 
help them stay on?) Condition: bisque is very dirty and there is a residue next to 
left eye. Doll 2) 9 1/2" S.F.B.J.PARIS ceramic painted head doll with a closed 
mouth. Painted boots. She has a dirty face. Overall condition: as stated. Age 
discoloration on clothing. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50 
200

3165

LOT OF 
ANTIQUE 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLLS 12", 
UNDER.

Lot of (4) dolls. (3) Dolls have blue eyes, (1) brown. (3) Have mohair wigs, (1)has 
none. (3) Have 5 pc. papier mache flapper style bodies, (1) has a plain 5 pc. 
papier mache body. All have painted shoes, socks. Pair of 1078 SIMON & HALBIG 
S & H GERMANY dolls with sleep eyes, open mouths. They are both dressed in 
factory original outfits. 8" 3/0 Doll has a brown wig. (Small mold imperfections 
on cheeks.) 8 1/4" 2/0 Doll has no wig. (Paint loss on right shoe heel.) 6 1/2" "2" 
Doll has stationary eyes, open mouth. Dressed in antique clothing. (Left ankle 
has been repaired. Fingers broken on right hand.) 5 1/2" 39 135? Doll has 
stationary eyes, closed mouth. Dressed in newer clothing. (Rubs on face.) 
Overall condition: as stated. Bisque is dirty on all of the dolls. This lot is being 
sold AS IS.

100 
300



3166 LOT OF 
BECASSINE.

LOT. (3) Cloth dolls. 7 1/2" Doll has a hang tag that reads: Smallest Becassine by 
Reiue Depris? 1949-1972. Condition: age loss, discoloration. 8 1/2" Doll is 
tagged Becassine Minerve. 15" Doll is unmarked . It could possibly have been 
made by Georgene Novelties, 1930's? but has no tag. Condition: age loss, 
discoloration. Also: book - "les Mesaventures de Becassine", 1958. Inside of 
book is an article published by DOLL NEWS, Spring 2007 "Bonjour Becasine!". 
Condition: this lot is being sold AS IS.

100 
300

3167
LOT OF 
BECASSINE
/BUCHERER.

Pair of dolls. Ca. 1922 6" UNIS FRANCE 301 antique bisque head doll with 
stationary blue eyes, open/closed mouth, brown mohair wig. 5 Pc. papier mache 
body with painted shoes. Dress and underwear appear to be original. White 
apron, hat and bodice insert have been replaced. Condition: nothing observed 
on bisque. Age loss on dress. 7 1/2" BUCHERER Becassine doll with composition 
head, metal ball jointed body. Composition hands, large feet. Clothing appears 
to be original. Condition: head, hands and feet may have been touched up or 
repainted. Age discoloration/fading on clothing. This lot is being sold AS IS.

200 
400

3168 LOT OF 
BUCHERER.

Pair of dolls. 6 1/2" Mutt and 8" Jeff. Composition heads, hands and feet. Metal 
ball jointed bodies. All clothing appears to be original except for the vest on 
Mutt that may have been replaced. Condition: age discoloration, loss on felt. 
Minor wear on heads. This lot is being sold AS IS.

200 
400

3169 DOLL SUPPLIES 
- BODIES.

21" Unmarked antique papier mache 4-ball jointed body. Separate hands. 
Condition: wooden neck socket needs to be glued back into torso.

50 
200

3170 DOLL SUPPLIES 
- BODIES.

Pair of antique papier mache bodies. 8" Unmarked 5 pc. STEINER body. 
Condition: discoloration on right wrist. 13 1/2" Unmarked 8-ball jointed body 
with separate hands. Comes with a damaged (cracked) antique bisque DEP S & H 
1079 GERMANY head (makes a 17 1/2" doll). Condition: as stated. This lot is 
being sold AS IS.

50 
200

3171 DOLL SUPPLIES 
- WIGS.

Lot of (5) NEW French human hair wigs. Various sizes, colors. Size inside wigs - 5, 
5, 9, 9, 10.

50 
200

3172 DOLL SUPPLIES 
- WIGS.

Lot of (8) human hair wigs. Various sizes, colors. NEW - 8, 8, 9-10, 11, 12. 
Antique - 9-10, 12, 13. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50 
200

3173 DOLL SUPPLIES 
- WIGS.

Lot of (9) mohair wigs. Various sizes, colors. NEW - 4 1/2, 7, 9, 11, 12. Antique - 
6-7, 8-9, 9-10, 12. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50 
200

3174 DOLL SUPPLIES 
- WIGS, ETC.

Lot of (3) antique mohair wigs. Different shades of blonde - 10-11, 12, 13-14. 3" 
Cardboard pate. 3" "4" Brown leather Keystone boots (buttons missing). 2 1/2" x 
3" Fur muff for a French fashion doll. Condition: as stated. This lot is being sold 
AS IS.

50 
200



3175

DOLL SUPPLIES 
- PAPIER
MACHE 
SHOULDER 
HEADS.

Lot of (3) antique papier mache shoulder heads. 8 1/4" T x 7 1/2" W. LERCH & 
CO. MANUFACTURERS, No. 10. Head has center part hair, stationary brown glass 
eyes, pierced ears. Condition: crazing, paint loss, some repaint/restoration. Pair 
of similar, if not nearly identical, heads: 9 3/4" T x 9" W. Both are unmarked. 
They have blonde center part hair, painted blue eyes. The curls on one doll are 
higher up on the back of the head than the other and that one has almost a 
glazed finish. Condition: both have nose rubs. Paint is worn on lips. Some 
repaint in hair area. Crazing, fine cracks. This lot is being sold AS IS.

100 
300

3176

LOT OF PAPIER 
MACHE/WAX
/METAL HEAD 
DOLLS.

Pair of shoulder head dolls with painted blue eyes, closed mouths, molded 
painted hair. 14" GREINER'S IMPROVED PATENT HEADS Pat. MARCH 30, 1858. 
Black center part hair. Antique cloth body (that has been recovered/repaired 
over the years). Lower white leather left arm, tan leather right arm; mitt hands. 
Antique cotton clothing, silk bonnet, beaded leather moccasins. Condition: as 
stated. Head is worn. Body has had repairs. Age loss on bonnet. 13 1/2" 
GERMANY metal head doll. Curly hair (no color remains). Antique cloth body 
(may not be original to head). Dressed in antique navy silk 2 pc. outfit, cotton 
underwear. She has a lapel pin that is a 3/8" doll pin. Condition: as stated. Head 
has had repaint. Silk clothing has age loss. This lot is being sold AS IS.

100 
300

3177

LOT OF PAPIER 
MACHE/WAX
/METAL HEAD 
DOLLS.

12" Unmarked papier mache shoulder head doll with a solid dome, painted 
black hair. Brush marks around edges of hair. (3) Holes in head indicate there 
may have been a wig at one time. Painted blue eyes, closed mouth. Antique 
cloth body; hands have sewn down fingers. Antique cotton clothing - blue print 
dress with ruching trim. White petticoat, pantaloons, striped socks, crocheted 
bonnet. Black leather boots. Condition: as stated. Paint is chipped on head. Nice 
coloring on face. Body has age loss, discoloration (hands). Replaced ribbon on 
bonnet.

100 
300

3178

LOT OF PAPIER 
MACHE/WAX
/METAL HEAD 
DOLLS.

12" Unmarked Patent Washable type papier mache shoulder head doll. 
Stationary blue eyes, closed mouth, white fur wig. Leather gusseted body with 
sewn down fingers. Dressed in beautiful antique white cotton christening gown, 
lace bonnet, petticoat and pantaloons. Wool petticoat, booties. Condition: wear 
on face. Light cracks on shoulder plate. Body has been repaired. Dress has age 
loss on front at waist.

100 
300

3179

LOT OF PAPIER 
MACHE/WAX
/METAL HEAD 
DOLLS.

18" Wax over papier mache slightly turned shoulder head doll with stationary 
blue glass eyes, closed mouth, pierced ears. Blonde mohair wig is decorated 
with flowers and pearls. Cloth jointed body with wax over papier mache lower 
limbs. Dressed in beautiful antique period white two-pc. gown: silk bodice with 
lace detail. Pleated gauze skirt with silk trim. Petticoat with lace and pintuck 
detail. Both skirt and petticoat have trains. Pantaloons, stockings and silk shoes. 
Condition: back of shoulder plate is cracked and may have had some repair. Age 
discoloration, loss on dress and petticoat.

100 
300

3180

LOT OF PAPIER 
MACHE/WAX
/METAL HEAD 
DOLLS.

26" 1884 Wax over papier mache THE WEBBER DOLL 10 shoulder head doll. 
Stationary blue eyes, closed mouth. Honey blonde mohair wig in original 
braided hair style. Cloth body with camel leather arms, individual fingers. 
Marked (stamped) on back of torso with patent numbers. Front is marked 
(stamped) "I Sing America". She has a wooden button of front which plays notes 
when she is squeezed (bellows inside torso). Dressed in antique clothing - brown 
wool tweed drop waist dress with velveteen trim. Cotton chemise and 
pantaloons, striped socks. Black leather shoes and rust leather shoes (which may 
have been the original pair?) . She carries a moire/crocheted purse. Ivory silk 
bonnet. Doll was assembled in Germany. Condition: cracks on back of shoulder 
plate. Age loss on leather hands. Some age loss on clothing, bonnet, rust shoes. 
This is a very RARE doll.

500 
750

3181
LOT OF WAX
/LEATHER 
DOLLS.

Lot of (3) dolls. Pair of 8" male and female wax dolls. They have wax heads, arms 
and legs with a papier mache torso. Neither has a wig under their hats. They are 
each carrying a load of firewood? on their backs. Original clothing. Condition: 
she has a broken thumb (which is with her). Clothing on both figures have have 
age discoloration, loss. They each come in a glass dome 11" t x 5" W with a 
wooden base. Also - 9" Leather head lady "Gypsy" doll holding a 3 1/4" leather 
child. Lady has painted features, pierced ears, gray wig. Leather head, hands; 
cloth body. Clothing appears to be all original. She is holding Tarot? cards in the 
other hand. Condition: left lower leg is broken under stockings. This lot is being 
sold AS IS.

50 
200



3182
LOT OF NATIVE 
AMERICAN 
DOLLS.

Lot of (4) dolls. (3) SKOOKUM type. These dolls have painted cloth mask type 
faces. black mohair? wigs. The (2) females have painted eyes - 8" sitting and 12" 
standing (marked WOODS on sole). The male is 15" and has black bead eyes. He 
is marked WOODS on sole. The fourth is a 3 1/2" Papoose that normally would 
have been attached to a mailing card which is missing. Condition: these dolls 
have age loss, discoloration. They are being sold AS IS.

50 
200

3183

LOT OF 
ANTIQUE 
BISQUE HEAD 
BABY DOLL(S).

16 1/2" L 12 1/2" cir,. (C in circle) L.A. & S.1914 # G45520 GERMANY #4 solid 
dome "Newborn Babe". Blue sleep eyes, closed mouth, painted blonde hair. 
Cloth body with composition hands. Dressed in antique white cotton dress, 
petticoat, bonnet. Condition: prominent mold line on head. Scuff on right cheek. 
Hands have crazing. Dress has been mended.

50 
200

3184

LOT OF 
ANTIQUE 
BISQUE HEAD 
BABY DOLL(S).

Pair of character dolls with 5 pc. papier mache bent limb baby bodies. GERMAN 
- 11 1/2" 152 3 doll with blue sleep eyes, open mouth, brown human hair wig.
Dressed in antique wool knit romper, scarf, bonnet. Leather shoes. Condition: 
front tooth is chipped otherwise nothing observed on bisque. Loss on right little 
finger and on torso neck socket. JAPAN - 18" A 9 (RE in diamond) MADE IN 
NIPPON doll with stationary brown eyes, open mouth, brown mohair wig. 
Dressed in a tagged French baby dress; (2) petticoats, wool booties. Condition: 
wig pulls.

50 
200

3185

LOT OF 
ANTIQUE 
BISQUE HEAD 
BABY DOLL(S).

Pair of character dolls with sleep eyes, open mouths, 5 pc. papier mache bent 
limb baby bodies. Both are dressed in antique white cotton gowns, petticoats. 
11" HEUBACH KOPPLESDORF 320-7/0 GERMANY doll with blue eyes, pierced 
nostrils, auburn human hair wig. White lace bonnet. Condition: firing smudge 
next to right side of nose. Body has been repainted. 10" 435-12 GERMANY 2 doll 
with brown eyes, brown mohair wig. Wool crocheted bonnet. Condition: wig 
pulls. Cheek rub. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50 
200

3186

LOT OF 
ANTIQUE 
BISQUE HEAD 
BABY DOLL(S).

Pair of character dolls. 13" K * R SIMON & HALBIG GERMANY 126 32 doll with 
blue sleep eyes, open mouth, brown human hair wig. 5 Pc. papier mache bent 
limb baby body. Dressed in antique white cotton gown, petticoat, lace bonnet. 
Newer booties. Condition: black kiln specks. Pimple in bisque on right cheek. 
Wig pulls. Finger tip(s) on right hand worn. 13" L 12 1/2" cir COPR. BY GRACE S. 
PUTNAM GERMANY "Byelo" baby with solid dome head, brown sleep eyes, 
closed mouth, painted light brown hair. Original cloth "frog" body is unmarked. 
Celluloid hands. Dressed in newer white cotton gown, petticoat, booties. 
Condition: rubs on back of head.

50 
200

3187

LOT OF 
ANTIQUE 
BISQUE HEAD 
BABY DOLL(S).

Pair of character baby dolls Made in JAPAN. Both dolls have brown eyes, open 
mouths, brown wigs, 5 pc. papier mache bent limb baby bodies. 16" B7 (HE in 
diamond) MADE IN NIPPON doll with stationary eyes, human hair wig (no pate). 
Dressed in vintage clothing, leather moccasins. Condition: bisque is rough. Firing 
imperfection in front of right ear. Nose rub. 19" A (RE in diamond) MADE IN 
NIPPON doll with sleep eyes, mohair wig. Dressed in antique baby's silk/rayon 
dress and coat with lace collars. Embroidery on coat. Matching bonnet. Wool 
booties. Condition: bisque is rough. Nose rub. Both of these dolls need to be 
restrung. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50 
200

3188

LOT OF 
ANTIQUE 
BISQUE HEAD 
BABY DOLL(S).

Pair of solid dome character baby dolls with sleep eyes, closed mouths, painted 
hair. 14" COPR. BY GRACE S. PUTNAM MADE IN GERMANY "Byelo" baby with 
brown eyes and hair. Original cloth "frog" body is marked (purple stamp); 
celluloid hands. Dressed in newer clothing. Condition: black kiln specks. Tiny 
cheek rub. 6 1/2" GERMANY 2/0 R 127 A doll with blue eyes, blonde hair. 5 Pc. 
papier mache bent limb baby body. Dressed in vintage white cotton gown, 
petticoat. Condition: red paint? residue between eyes on bridge of nose. Black 
kiln specks on back of head.

50 
200

3189

LOT OF 
ANTIQUE 
BISQUE HEAD 
BABY DOLL(S).

Pair of solid dome character baby dolls with blue sleep eyes, closed mouths, 
painted blonde hair, cloth bodies. Both are dressed in antique long white cotton 
petticoats. 16" L 13" cir. GERMANY ARRANBEE 4. doll with rubber hands. 
Dressed in antique peach voile dress with lace trim. Condition: black kiln specks. 
Cheek rub. Hands are cracked. Bottom of left foot repaired. 14 1/2" L 13" cir AM 
GERMANY "Dream" baby doll with composition hands. Dressed in antique white 
gown, bonnet. Condition: nose and cheek rubs. Black kiln specks. Age 
discoloration on clothing.

50 
200



3190

LOT OF 
ANTIQUE 
BISQUE HEAD 
BABY DOLL(S).

16" GERMANY A. 985.M. 6. character baby with blue sleep eyes and fluffy 
lashes, open mouth, auburn human hair wig. 5 Pc. papier mache bent limb baby 
body. Dressed in tagged Pauline dress. Antique petticoat, pantaloons, bonnet. 
Blue leather moccasins. Condition: cheek rubs, black kiln specks. Arms are a 
different color than torso and are probably not original to doll. This lot is being 
sold AS IS.

50 
200

3191

LOT OF 
ANTIQUE 
BISQUE HEAD 
BABY DOLL(S).

Lot. Pair of solid dome dolls. 11" L 10 1/2" cir COPR. BY GRACE S. PUTNAM 
GERMANY "Byelo" baby with blue sleep eyes, closed mouth, painted light brown 
hair. Original cloth "frog" body is marked (purple stamp), celluloid hands. 
Dressed in antique long white cotton gown, petticoat. Condition: cheek rub. 
Black kiln speck. 8 1/2" 15.H/S GERMANY 49 doll with stationary blue eyes, 
closed mouth, painted blonde hair. Cloth body with composition hands. Antique 
long cotton gown, slip and bonnet. Wool sweater. Condition: black kiln specks.

50 
200

3192

LOT OF 
ANTIQUE 
BISQUE HEAD 
BABY DOLL(S).

Lot of (3) ARMAND MARSEILLE GERMANY solid dome "Dream" baby dolls with 
blue eyes, painted blonde hair. All are wearing antique white clothing. (2) Closed 
mouth - 8" doll with sleep eyes, cloth body and composition hands. Long cotton 
gown, petticoat, lace bonnet. Condition: black smudge on forehead. 13" Doll 
#341 with stationary eyes, newer cloth body, composition hands. Long cotton 
gown, petticoat. Condition: hands are large for body and make head look out of 
proportion. Hands are cracked. Head rubs. Open mouth - 14" doll #351 with 
sleep eyes, 5 pc. papier mache baby body. Dressed in embroidered rayon 
romper, knit bonnet, cotton booties. Condition: black kiln specks, rubs. Overall - 
age discoloration on clothing. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50 
200

3193

LOT OF 
ANTIQUE 
BISQUE HEAD 
BABY DOLL(S).

19" K * R 126 GERMANY 46 character baby with brown flirty sleep eyes, open 
mouth with woggle tongue, brown mohair wig. 5 Pc. papier mache bent limb 
baby body with crier. Dressed in antique long white cotton gown, petticoat, 
bonnet. Condition: nose and cheek rubs. Black kiln specks. Paint missing from 
left eyelid. Age discoloration, loss on clothing. Crier is in working order.

50 
200

3194

LOT OF 
ANTIQUE 
BISQUE HEAD 
BABY DOLL(S).

19" K * R 126 GERMANY 46 character baby with blue flirty sleep eyes, open 
mouth with woggle tongue, brown mohair wig. 5 Pc. papier mache bent limb 
baby body. Dressed in antique long white cotton gown, petticoat, eyelet bonnet. 
Condition: wig pulls. Cheek and nose rubs. Black kiln specks. Paint missing from 
both eyelids. Age loss on neck socket of torso. Age discoloration on clothing.

50 
200

3195

LOT OF 
ANTIQUE 
BISQUE HEAD 
BABY DOLL(S).

25" .J.D.K . 18. MADE IN GERMANY solid dome character baby. Blue sleep eyes, 
open mouth, painted blonde wispy hair. 5 Pc. papier mache bent limb baby 
body. Dressed in contemporary 2 pc. blue velveteen baby outfit; white blouse, 
shoes. Condition: kiln crack over left ear; kiln crack under right ear. Black kiln 
specks. Arms have been repainted. Loss on finger tips, left hand. Age loss on 
neck socket of torso.

50 
300

3196

LOT OF 
ANTIQUE 
BISQUE HEAD 
BABY/TODDLER 
DOLL(S).

25" MADE IN GERMANY 152 13 character baby. Blue sleep eyes, open mouth, 
dark brown human hair wig. 5 Pc. papier mache toddler body. Dressed in 
contemporary 2 pc. baby outfit. Vintage leather sandals, socks. Condition: 
hairline crack on back of head from rim edge. Age discoloration, loss on body. 
This lot is being sold AS IS.

50 
200

3197

LOT OF 
ANTIQUE 
BISQUE HEAD 
BABY/TODDLER 
DOLL(S).

24" GERMANY G. 327. B. D.R.G.M. 259. A.13.M. character baby with blue sleep 
eyes, open mouth, dark brown synthetic wig. 5 Pc. papier mache toddler body. 
Dressed in antique long ivory silk pongee dress with lace detail; long rayon 
petticoat. Newer child's shoes. Condition: kiln crack from rim edge that runs 
down front of forehead (over right eye). Age loss on dress. Right arm has been 
repainted (and is cracked). Right hand is missing (1) finger and another has been 
repaired. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50 
200



3198

LOT OF 
ANTIQUE 
BISQUE HEAD 
BABY/TODDLER 
DOLL(S).

22" AM GERMANY 341 solid dome baby with blue sleep eyes, closed mouth, 
painted blonde hair. 5 Pc. papier mache toddler body. Dressed in contemporary 
baby dress. Vintage bonnet, white leather shoes, socks. Condition: black kiln 
specks. Wear on torso socket holes.

50 
200

3199

LOT OF 
ANTIQUE 
BISQUE HEAD 
BABY DOLLS(S).

Pair of baby dolls with open mouths, 5 pc. papier mache bent limb baby bodies 
and are dressed in vintage/antique clothing. 16 1/2" K * R SIMON & HALBIG 122 
42 character baby with brown flirty sleep eyes. Brown mohair wig. Vintage ivory 
rayon baby's dress with embroidered detail. Comes with a matching bonnet and 
a coat (that is too big for doll.) Baby rattle. Condition: kiln crack behind left ear. 
Black kiln specks. Finger tip missing on right hand. Paint loss on inside of right 
elbow. 8" TREBOR GERMANY 22 P.10/0.M. doll has stationary blue eyes, 
synthetic wig. Eyelet cotton dress, petticoat and bonnet; booties. Condition: 
chip on socket hole. Cheek rubs. Wear on both hands. This doll needs to be 
restrung.

50 
200

3200
ANTIQUE 
BISQUE HEAD 
SWIMMER.

15" Unmarked bisque head "Swimmer" doll. Stationary blue eyes, closed mouth 
with space between lips, pierced ears, curly blonde mohair wig. Cork torso has a 
key wound mechanism. 1 Pc. arms are wood with metal hands. Wood legs are 
jointed. Doll has been redressed. Condition: when wound, doll does a crawl 
motion but this movement is sporadic. Nothing observed on bisque.

300 
500

3200A CONDITION 
REPORTS conditionreport@alderferauction.com

3201 MULTI-FACE 
ANTIQUE DOLL.

12" C.B. (Carl Bergner) THREE faced bisque head doll. Marked C.B. on shoulder 
plate. Faces are: laughing and crying (with stationary blue eyes), sleeping. The 
papier mache hood hides the faces. Metal ring on top of hood, attached to a 
dowel, turns the faces. Papier mache jointed limbs on a moule en carton 
(cardboard mold) torso. Dressed in all antique white cotton clothing: long gown 
with lace and tucked detail, bonnet, petticoat, chemise, pantaloons. Condition: 
kiln crack on bridge of crying face nose. Tiny cheek rub on smiling face. Age loss 
on dress.

500 
750

3202 MULTI-FACE 
ANTIQUE DOLL.

14 1/2" BARTENSTEIN TWO faced wax over composition doll. Ca. 1880-1885. 
Faces are: smiling and howling. Both have stationary blue glass eyes. Papier 
mache hood with wisps of blonde mohair showing. Cloth Motchman style body 
with papier mache lower limbs. The (2) strings to operate the voice box are 
missing. Body is stamped: Deutcher Bartenstein USP. No. 243. 732. Leg is 
stamped 36. Dressed in antique white cotton eyelet dress, bonnet, petticoat, 
chemise. Doll comes with a mother-of-pearl teething ring attached to a sterling 
rattle. Condition: as stated. Age discoloration on cloth body.

300 
500

3203
ANTIQUE 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL.

13" 1078 GERMANY SIMON & HALBIG S & H 5 character doll with blue sleep 
eyes, open mouth, pierced ears, honey blonde mohair wig. Papier mache jointed 
body. Dressed in vintage floral dress. Antique underwear, red felt hat, brown 
leather "1" boots. Condition: kiln crack over left ear. Black kiln speck on back of 
head. Minor age loss on body.

100 
300

3204
ANTIQUE 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL.

14 1/2" HALBIG K * R 39 character doll with brown sleep eyes, open mouth, 
pierced ears, blonde mohair wig. Papier mache ball jointed body. Dressed in 
vintage/antique clothing - embroidered taffeta dress, petticoat with eyelet 
ruffle, black oilcloth shoes. Condition: flake on left ear. Cheek rub. Body repair 
inc. around neck socket. Finger tip missing on right hand. Age discoloration on 
taffeta dress.

100 
300

mailto:conditionreport@alderferauction.com


3205
ANTIQUE 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL.

13 1/2" 251 G.B. GERMANY A.2/0.M. D.R.G.M. 248/1 character doll with 
stationary blue eyes, open mouth, auburn mohair wig. Papier mache jointed 
body. Dressed in attractive vintage mint green silk dress with lace detail. 
Complimentary lace bonnet. Cotton underwear. Antique black heeled oilcloth 
shoes. Condition: strangely painted eyebrows. Wig pulls. Mold imperfection 
behind right ear. Some body repaint.

100 
300

3206
ANTIQUE 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL.

14" "6" Closed mouth, round face doll with blue sleep eyes, short blonde mohair 
wig. Papier mache jointed body. Dressed in antique cotton clothing - plaid dress. 
Petticoat, pantaloons, bonnet, socks. Black "3" shoes (sole replaced on 1-shoe). 
Condition: mold imperfection under left eye on cheek. Kiln dust black specks. 1
/8" Kiln crack on rim edge. Repaint on hands and some on body. Age loss on 
bonnet ribbon. This lot is being sold AS IS.

300 
500

3207
ANTIQUE 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL.

12 1/2" 3 GERMANY 7072 shoulder head character doll. (Gebruder Heubach.) 
Blue intaglio eyes, closed mouth, curly blonde hair. Back of breast plate reads 
(penciled) 1903 Age 1 year. Marked on twill tape holding shoulder head on 
"1903/1903". Cloth torso, leather arms with bisque lower arms, papier mache 
lower legs. Dressed in 2 pc. hanky dress. Condition: as stated. Leather arms are 
probably not original to body? Left arm has been repaired. Black kiln specks on 
bisque. Age discoloration on clothing.

100 
300

3208
ANTIQUE 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL.

18" SIMON & HALBIG K * R 46 character doll with blue flirty sleep eyes, open 
mouth, pierced ears, red human hair wig. Papier mache ball jointed body. 
Dressed in vintage peach/champagne silk or rayon dress with ruching and lace 
detail. Ivory satin hat. Vintage cotton underwear. Newer white leather "3" 
German shoes. Condition: kiln crack behind each ear. Metal eyelids have been 
repainted. Kiln specks. Wig pulls on rim edge.

100 
300

3209

ANTIQUE 
BISQUE 
SHOULDER 
HEAD DOLL(S).

Pair of German male dolls with stationary eyes, open mouths, blonde mohair 
wigs. bisque lower arms. 15" (Mark under sewn down clothing) Peddler doll with 
brown eyes, leather gusseted body. Vintage clothing, black oilcloth shoes. He is 
selling his many antique and vintage wares in a basket. Condition: nothing 
observed from what can be seen. (Hair and clothing securely sewn/glued down.) 
This lot is being sold AS IS. 17 1/2" 124 (KLING bell symbol K/1) 4 doll with blue 
eyes, cloth body. All original European regional felt costume. Black leather shoes 
marked (paper label) Tnede or Tride? 1909? Condition: nothing observed on 
bisque. Moth damage on clothing. (1) Shoe sole missing. Age discoloration on 
clothing. This lot is being sold AS IS.

100 
300

3210

ANTIQUE 
BISQUE 
SHOULDER 
HEAD DOLL(S).

Pair of shoulder head dolls with molded, painted features and hair. They both 
have blue eyes, closed mouths, blonde curly center part hair. 15 1/2" Unmarked 
bisque head doll with bangs. Original cloth body with leather lower arms, sewn 
down fingers. Tasseled leather boots are part of legs. Dressed in antique white 
cotton eyelet dress; petticoat, pantaloons. Condition: small chip on back edge of 
shoulder plate. Arms have age discoloration. 10" "8" PARIAN head doll with no 
bangs. Original cloth body with unglazed lower arms and legs have brown 
heeled boots. Dressed in antique silk/lace dress, Cotton petticoat and 
pantaloons. Condition: nothing observed on shoulder head, arms. Legs have 
normal firing cracks. Age loss on clothing.

100 
300

3211
ANTIQUE 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL.

18" "8" Closed mouth doll with a socket head and bisque shoulder plate. Brown 
sleep eyes, short blonde mohair wig, plaster pate. Leather gusseted body with 
bisque lower arms. Dressed in antique clothing - burgundy wool dress with a 
matching straw hat. 2) Cotton petticoats, no pantaloons. Black leather shoes are 
marked C.M. Condition: tiny mold imperfection on forehead. Knee gussets have 
been repaired. Age loss on clothing.

100 
300



3212
ANTIQUE 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL.

20" S & H 1009 DEP ST. doll with blue sleep eyes, open mouth, pierced ears, 
blonde mohair wig. Papier mache jointed body. Dressed in antique white cotton 
clothing - dress with matching bonnet, petticoat, pantaloons. Also a wool flannel 
petticoat. Black oilcloth shoes. Condition: kiln crack behind each ear. Both hands 
and lower legs have had to be glued back on. Part of finger missing on right 
hand; paint loss on lower arm. Age discoloration, loss on dress.

100 
300

3213
ANTIQUE 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL.

22" MADE IN GERMANY E.168.9 doll with blue sleep eyes, open mouth, tosca 
mohair wig (thin on top). Papier mache ball jointed body is marked (red stamp) 
Germany 336? Dressed in antique clothing - embroidered ivory tulle over 
blouse; skirt is over an ivory silk liner. Cotton petticoat, pantaloons. Lace socks, 
newer shoes. Decorated lace and tulle hat. Condition: as stated. Black kiln 
specks. Kiln crack behind right ear. Both feet have been repaired, repainted. Age 
loss on silk liner.

100 
300

3214
ANTIQUE 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL(S).

Pair of dolls with blue sleep eyes, open mouths and they are dressed in antique 
white cotton clothing. 21" SPECIAL 4 GERMANY doll with fluffy lashes, an older 
mohair/synthetic mix brown wig. Papier mache ball jointed body. Dressed in 
embroidered dress with tuck detail; petticoat, pantaloons. Newer shoes, socks. 
Condition: kiln imperfection over left ear and on back of head. Kiln speck on 
cheek. 12 1/2" GERMANY 16/0 (in circle) shoulder head doll with blonde human 
hair wig. Leather gusseted body with bisque lower arms. Dress has vertical lace 
and tuck detail down front with lace on sleeves and hem. Eyelet petticoat. 
Newer pantaloons, shoes, socks. Condition: tiny mold imperfections on nose 
and forehead. Age loss on shoe.

100 
300

3215
ANTIQUE 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL.

22 1/2" SIMON & HALBIG G B A doll with stationary blue eyes, open mouth, 
curly brown human hair wig. Papier mache ball jointed body marked (red stamp) 
Heinrich Handwerck Germany. Dressed in antique cotton clothing - organdy 
dress, petticoat, pantaloons. Newer petticoat, lace socks, shoes. Condition: 
black kiln dust. White rub over right eye brow. Age discoloration on dress. Paint 
touch up on left lower arm.

100 
300

3216
ANTIQUE 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL.

22 1/2" REVALO 3 GERMANY doll with brown sleep eyes, open mouth, synthetic 
wig. Papier mache ball jointed body. Dressed in vintage white cotton clothing - 
organdy tiered dress over eyelet trimmed liner, pantaloons, socks. No shoes. 
Condition: crack over left ear that is half moon shaped (from rim edge). Body 
has been repainted. Age loss on neck socket of torso. This lot is being sold AS IS.

50 
200

3217
ANTIQUE 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL(S).

Pair of dolls with sleep eyes, open mouths, brown/henna mohair wigs, papier 
mache bodies. 21" 550 GERMANY SIMON & HALBIG doll with blue eyes, short 
wig. Ball jointed body is marked (red stamp) Heinrich Handwerck. Dressed in 
vintage/antique cotton clothing - pink dress, eyelet apron, eyelet trimmed 
petticoat and pantaloons. Newer shoes, no socks. Condition: nose rub. Kiln crack 
over right ear. 9" GK (in sun symbol) 44 - 19 doll with brown eyes, braided
/coiled wig. 5 Pc. straight leg body. Dressed in antique white cotton eyelet dress, 
dimity petticoat, knit 1 pc. garment. Alexander ballerina shoes. Condition: 
bisque is rough. Tiny imperfection under chin. Age discoloration on clothing.

100 
300

3218
ANTIQUE 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL.

24" C.M. BERGMANN SIMON & HALBIG S & H 3 doll with brown sleep eyes, 
fluffy lashes, open mouth, brown mohair wig. Papier mache ball jointed body. 
Dressed in antique red velvet dress with lace trim. Cotton petticoat, pantaloons. 
Red rayon socks, black oilcloth heeled shoes. Condition: rubs on right cheek. 
Several small green paint specks. Body finish shows wear. Age loss on shoes.

100 
300



3219
ANTIQUE 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL.

23" MADE IN GERMANY E.168.9 doll with blue sleep eyes, open mouth, brown 
synthetic wig. Papier mache ball jointed body marked (red stamp) Made in 
Germany. Dressed in newer middy outfit - blouse with dickey, pants. Teddy, 
white suede shoes. Condition: kiln crack behind left ear. Kiln crack on rim edge. 
Mold imperfection on the top of both hands. Some repaint on right thigh. Doll 
needs restringing.

100 
300

3220
ANTIQUE 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL.

21" 301 GERMANY 9 doll with blue sleep eyes, fluffy lashes, open mouth, honey 
blonde synthetic wig. Papier mache ball jointed body. Dressed in newer mint 
green faille dress with antique lace trim. Antique cotton petticoat, pantaloons, 
white oilcloth boots. Condition: rubs on both cheeks and on left eye brow. Both 
hands have been repainted/repaired. Age loss on boots.

100 
300

3221
ANTIQUE 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL(S).

Both dolls have blue sleep eyes, open mouths, papier mache ball jointed bodies. 
They are attractively dressed in newer clothing, leather shoes. 19" ARMAND 
MARSEILLE GERMANY 390 A.5.M. doll has a brown mohair wig. Blue leather G.
W. shoes. Condition: kiln specks. (1) Finger is cracked. 23" 29 )K/1( doll has a
synthetic honey blonde wig. White leather shoes. Condition: wig pulls on back of 
head. Black kiln dust. BOTH OF THESE DOLLS NEED TO BE RESTRUNG. This lot is 
being sold AS IS.

100 
300

3222
ANTIQUE 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL.

25" 250 K.H. WALKURE 4 3/4 GERMANY doll with brown sleep eyes, open 
mouth, honey blonde human hair wig. Papier mache ball jointed body. Dressed 
in vintage silk jacquard dress; antique cotton petticoat, pantaloons. Black 
leather heeled shoes, green stockings. Condition: wig pulls. Black kiln specks. 
Arms need to be restrung. Age discoloration on underwear. This doll is being 
sold AS IS.

100 
300

3223
ANTIQUE 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL.

20" E. MADE IN GERMANY 9 1.2. 171 doll with blue sleep eyes, open mouth, 
brown synthetic wig, plaster pate. Papier mache ball jointed body marked (red 
stamp) Germany 2 1/2. Dressed in a dress made from antique tulle. Antique 
petticoat, pantaloons, socks. Vintage black oilcloth boots. Newer hat with many 
rows of lace. Condition: black kiln specks. Kiln crack behind right ear.

100 
300

3224
ANTIQUE 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL.

25" S.H. 1079 DEP 12 doll with blue sleep eyes, open mouth, pierced ears, long 
curly auburn French human hair wig. Papier mache 6-ball jointed body. Dressed 
in antique cotton clothing - rust dress with lace detail, petticoat, teddy. Newer 
shoes, socks. Condition: kiln crack behind both ears. Wig pulls. Flake on left ear 
hole. (2) Fingers broken on left hand. Lower legs may not be original to doll. (1) 
Ball joint replaced.

100 
300

3225
ANTIQUE 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL.

28 1/2" SIMON & HALBIG K * R 73 doll with blue sleep eyes, open mouth, 
pierced ears, tosca mohair wig. Papier mache 6-ball jointed body. Dressed in 
vintage period costume of slate blue embroidered taffeta bodice with matching 
hat. Cotton petticoat, pantaloons. Antique cotton eyelet skirt. (1) Black cloth 
shoes; no socks. Beaded necklace. Condition: kiln crack behind each ear. Both 
ear holes have large flakes. Repair/repaint on torso, limbs, body.

100 
300



3226
ANTIQUE 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL.

30" C.M. BERGMANN SIMON & HALBIG 13 1/2 doll with blue sleep eyes with 
fluffy lashes, open mouth, pierced ears, curly blonde mohair wig. Papier mache 
ball jointed body. Dressed in antique cotton clothing - pink dimity dress with 
shirred bodice. Bodice, petticoat, pantaloons. Black socks and newer black 
shoes. Condition: this doll has a very clean body. Kiln crack over left ear. Black 
kiln specks. Clothing has age discoloration.

100 
300

3227
ANTIQUE 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL.

29" 16 G & CO 76 GERMANY (KESTNER) doll with blue sleep eyes (double 
lashes), open mouth, long brown human hair wig. Papier mache ball jointed 
body. Dressed in antique cotton clothing - white eyelet pinafore over a pink 
eyelet dress, petticoat, pantaloons. Vintage shoes, socks. Condition: chip on rim 
edge. Cheek rub. Repair, repaint, age loss on body, hands.

100 
300

3228
ANTIQUE 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL.

31" M MADE IN GERMANY 16 171 doll with stationary brown eyes, open mouth, 
long blonde French human hair wig. Papier mache 6-ball jointed body. Dressed 
in antique cotton clothing - yellow organdy drop waist dress with tiered skirt, 
silk sash. Petticoat, pantaloons. Yellow taffeta under liner. Lace socks, black 
oilcloth shoes. Condition: (2) hairline cracks - from rim edge over left ear toward 
left eye and from rim edge on back of head toward the word GERMANY. Crack 
on front of head from rim edge. Age loss on sleeves and shoes. Loss on finger 
tips, right hand and crack on left thumb. This doll is being sold AS IS.

100 
300

3229
ANTIQUE 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL.

29" GERMANY HEINRICH HANDWERCK SIMON & HALBIG 4 doll with brown sleep 
eyes, open mouth, pierced ears, brown human hair wig and plaster pate. Papier 
mache ball jointed body. Dressed in reproduction newer cotton clothing: white 
dress with lace and eyelet detail. Pink underliner/petticoat, pantaloons. Black 
leather GW shoes, black socks. Condition: black kiln specks on face; kiln dust on 
back of head. Head is probably not original to body. This lot is being sold AS IS.

100 
300

3230
ANTIQUE 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL.

30" C.M. BERGMANN SIMON & HALBIG 13 1/2 doll with blue sleep eyes and 
fluffy lashes, open mouth, pierced ears, long honey blonde French human hair 
wig. Papier mache ball jointed body. Dressed in antique cotton clothing - pale 
blue dress with lace detail on bodice. Pale blue full slip, white full slip, 
pantaloons, blue/white socks. Newer shoes. Condition: kiln crack over right ear. 
White speck on right cheek. Black kiln specks. Left hip has had repair, right hip 
has been glued. This lot is being sold AS IS.

100 
300

3231
ANTIQUE 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL

Pair of dolls. 17 1/2" GERMANY S(PB in star)H 1909 1 doll with blue sleep eyes, 
open mouth, honey blonde mohair wig. Papier mache ball jointed body. Dressed 
in antique white cotton clothing - dress, underwear, mob style hat, socks. White 
leather shoes. Condition: firing, kiln imperfections on back of head. Age loss on 
silk ribbon. Discoloration on dress. This doll is carrying her baby doll. 5" 
HEUBACH 300-21/0 GERMANY painted bisque head doll with blue sleep eyes, 
open mouth, brown mohair wig. 5 Pc. bent limb baby body. Dressed in antique 
white cotton gown, petticoat, bonnet. Condition: loss on ribbon. Baby needs 
restringing.

50 
200

3232
ANTIQUE 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL.

17" 109 - 7 1/2 H 1 doll with brown sleep eyes, open mouth, pierced ears, curly 
brown mohair wig. Papier mache ball jointed body. Dressed in antique cotton 
pale gray organdy dress, white underwear. Newer shoes, socks. Condition: kiln 
crack behind right ear. Flake on left ear hole.

50 
200



3233
ANTIQUE 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL.

18 1/2" S H 1079 DEP 7 doll with brown sleep eyes, open mouth, pierced ears, 
dark brown human hair wig. Papier mache jointed body. Dressed in antique 
white cotton clothing, underwear. Newer black leather shoes, lace socks. 
Condition: kiln crack behind each ear. Chip on top of right ear. Body has been 
repainted.

50 
200

3234
ANTIQUE 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL.

19 1/2" 421 8 GERMANY HANDWERCK 2 doll with brown sleep eyes, open 
mouth, pierced ears, brown human hair wig. Papier mache ball jointed body. 
Dressed in antique white cotton drop waist dress, (2) petticoats, pantaloons, 
pink cotton socks. Antique black/tan shoes. Newer decorated hat. Condition: 
kiln crack behind left ear. Black kiln specks. Several pimples on bisque. Nose rub.

50 
200

3235
ANTIQUE 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL.

17" C M BERGMANN WALTERHAUSEN GERMANY 1916 1 doll with brown sleep 
eyes, open mouth, brown mohair wig. Papier mache ball jointed body. Dressed 
in antique cotton clothing: pale blue dress with matching pantaloons, white 
petticoat. Ivory oilcloth shoes, rayon socks. Condition: black kiln specks. Age loss 
on silk ribbon in hair.

50 
200

3236
ANTIQUE 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL.

19" 109 - 11 H 2 1/2 doll with brown sleep eyes, open mouth, pierced ears, 
brown synthetic wig. Papier mache ball jointed body. Dressed in vintage cotton 
blouse and skirt with lace and embroidery detail. Antique underwear, oilcloth 
shoes, socks. Condition: wig pull. Mold imperfection on back of head. Paint 
cracked on stomach. (1) Finger repaired. (1) Lower leg repaired.

50 
200

3237
ANTIQUE 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL.

22" E MADE IN GERMANY 9 1/2 168 doll with brown sleep eyes, open mouth, 
brown mohair wig, plaster pate. Papier mache ball jointed body. Dressed as a 
boy in vintage wool knee length pants, matching bow tie and cap. White shirt, 
newer shoes, socks. Condition: kiln crack over left ear. Kiln speck beside nose. 
Eyelids and body have been repainted.

50 
200

3238
ANTIQUE 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL.

21" 29 1250/3 doll with blue sleep eyes, open mouth, pierced ears, honey 
blonde mohair wig. Papier mache ball jointed body. Soles of feet impressed "8". 
Dressed in antique white cotton clothing - dress, petticoat, pantaloons. vintage 
cloth shoes, socks. Condition: small chip on socket hole. Both hands have been 
repainted, replaced?

50 
200

3239
ANTIQUE 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL.

21 1/2" K * R SIMON & HALBIG 29 GERMANY doll with blue sleep eyes, open 
mouth, honey blonde human hair wig. Papier mache ball jointed body. Dressed 
in antique white cotton clothing - dress, petticoat, pantaloons. Antique socks, 
aqua oilcloth boots that match the moire sash at her waist. Condition: wig pulls. 
Black kiln specks.

50 
200



3240

ANTIQUE 
BISQUE HEAD 
CHARACTER 
DOLL.

9 1/2" K * R SIMON & HALBIG 126 GERMANY 29? toddler doll with blue sleep 
eyes, open mouth, honey blonde curly mohair wig. 5 Pc. papier mache toddler 
body. Dressed in vintage clothing, ivory oilcloth shoes, socks. Condition: nothing 
observed on bisque. Body has been completely repainted.

100 
300

3241

ANTIQUE 
BISQUE HEAD 
CHARACTER 
DOLL.

13" FANY 230 A.3.M. solid dome doll with blue sleep eyes, closed mouth, 
painted blonde hair. Fully jointed toddler body. Dressed in vintage 2 pc. 
underwear only. NO shoes, socks. Condition: black kiln specks. Bisque is rough 
on top of head.

1000 
2000

3242

ANTIQUE 
BISQUE HEAD 
CHARACTER 
DOLLS.

Pair of 12" K * R 101 30 dolls with painted blue eyes, closed mouths, mohair 
wigs, fully jointed papier mache bodies. They are dressed in antique clothing - 
ivory cotton faille outfits with matching hats. MARIE - has blonde coiled braids 
and is dressed in a pleated dress, lace socks, black leather shoes. Condition: wig 
pulls. Kiln crack under right ear. Black kiln dust. Body repairs on knees. PETER - 
has light brown hair and is dressed in shirt and coveralls, lace socks, pale blue 
cloth shoes. Condition: hairline crack on back from rim edge down toward K * R . 
Wig pulls. This lot is being sold AS IS.

1000 
2000

3243

ANTIQUE 
BISQUE HEAD 
CHARACTER 
DOLL.

16 1/2" 11 134 4 doll with blue intaglio eyes, closed mouth, brown human hair 
wig. Papier mache jointed body. Dressed as a boy in antique clothing - white 
cotton shirt and pantaloons. Black velveteen pants decorated with brass 
buttons. (1-Button missing.) Leather boots with fine metal braid laces; ivory 
socks. Antique straw hat. Condition: as stated. Kiln crack behind each ear. 
Antique hands are a lighter color than the body.

1000 
2000

3244

ANTIQUE 
BISQUE HEAD 
CHARACTER 
DOLL.

19" 231 FANY D.R.G.M.248.1 A.5.M. doll with blue sleep eyes, closed mouth, 
brown mohair wig. Papier mache fully jointed body with 1 pc. lower arms. 
Dressed in antique red/white striped cotton tunic dress, red wool shorts 
underneath. Ivory oilcloth shoes, lace socks. Condition: kiln crack on top of left 
ear. Minor mold imperfection under right side of chin.

2000 
4000

3245

ANTIQUE 
BISQUE HEAD 
CHARACTER 
DOLL.

18 1/2" MADE IN GERMANY S.8 SANTA CLAUS doll. Provenance: this doll was 
purchased in 2009 from the Richard Wright Collection "Rare and Important 
Dolls" catalog. (Original tag from auction lot #33 is with doll.) Catalog states that 
this 1900 Cuno & Otto Dressel doll has a socket head made by Simon & Halbig. 
Blue paperweight eyes, closed mouth, realistic portrait features. Prominent 
nose, age lines. White mohair wig, kid skin beard. Papier mache fully jointed 
body. Dressed in his original fur trimmed camel velveteen suit and matching hat. 
Oilcloth belt. Brown leather boots. Comes with a vintage Christmas advertising 
button. Cotton sack tied to neck. Condition: age loss on hat, some fur. Finger 
chipped on right hand. This is a wonderful piece!

2000 
4000

3246

ANTIQUE 
BISQUE HEAD 
CHARACTER 
DOLL.

17" 7247 7 (HEUBACH sunburst) GERMANY boy doll with blue glass eyes, closed 
mouth with space between lips, blonde mohair wig. Papier mache ball jointed 
body. Dressed in all antique cotton clothing - ivory twill naval blouse with 
dickey, middy collar; knee length pants. Blue socks. Ivory/brown leather "4" 
boots. Condition: black kiln specks on cheek. Wig pulls. Tiny mold imperfection 
over right eyebrow. Loss on right thumb. ("Todd.")

500 
1000



3247

ANTIQUE 
BISQUE HEAD 
CHARACTER 
DOLL.

18" 6 (HEUBACH square) 8570 GERMANY solid dome boy doll with gray/blue 
intaglio eyes, open/closed mouth with tongue sticking out. Painted blonde hair. 
Papier mache jointed body. Dressed in antique pale blue wool jacket with lace 
collar, soutache trim. Knee length pants with soutache trim. Ivory socks, brown 
leather "4" oxford shoes. Condition: black kiln specks. ("Holbrook".)

500 
1000

3248

ANTIQUE 
BISQUE HEAD 
CHARACTER 
DOLL.

18 1/2" 6 6896 GERMANY (HEUBACH) solid dome boy doll with dark blue 
intaglio eyes, closed mouth, painted blonde hair. Papier mache ball jointed 
body. Dressed in vintage ivory wool double breasted coat over knee length 
pants. Teal velvet collar, cuffs. Dickey is trimmed with velvet ribbon. Black/white 
stripe socks. Ivory/black "5" Made in Germany leather shoes. Condition: black 
kiln specks. ("Richard".)

500 
1000

3249

ANTIQUE 
BISQUE HEAD 
CHARACTER 
DOLL(S).

Pair of 11" SIMON & HALBIG (AHW in circle) MADE IN GERMANY 156/0 dolls in 
original boxes. Mark of Adolf Hulss, ca. 1915. They have blue sleep eyes, open 
mouths, brown mohair wigs, papier mache fully jointed toddler bodies. All 
original clothing, red leather shoes. Girl - has very long braids. Wool print dress 
with red apron. Condition: all of the lashes are missing from her right eye. Black 
kiln speck. Age fading on clothing. Boy - has short hair. Embroidered felt 
lederhosen, felt hat. Condition: mold imperfection on right ear lobe. Clothing 
has age discoloration. Moth hole on hat. Boxes have age loss.

800 
1500

3250

ARTIST BISQUE 
HEAD 
CHARACTER 
DOLL.

18" K * R 114 57 by artist Harriet Shealy, 1982. (Gretchen.) Painted blue eyes, 
closed mouth, long curly brown French human hair wig. Reproduction papier 
mache ball jointed body. Dressed in vintage floral print smocked dress, matching 
hat. Cotton underwear, leather shoes. Condition: nothing observed on bisque. 
Doll should be restrung. ("Harriet".)

100 
300

3251

LOT OF 
SCHOENHUT 
HUMPTY 
DUMPTY 
CIRCUS.

Humpty, Dumpty Circus Tent, Personnel, Animals, Props. Tent base - 25" x 36". 
(Tent/flags have age discoloration, loss). Personnel - Lion Tamer (age loss on 
clothing, paint loss). Ring Master (with black hat, has age loss on clothing, paint 
loss). Lady Circus Rider (age loss on clothing, paint loss). (9) Clowns (many 
repainted and/or clothing replaced). Animals - Glass eye giraffe (paint loss). 
Painted eye buffalo (repaint on head). (Completely repainted) Zebra. Leopard 
(paint loss on head). Props - (3) chairs, (2) ladders, pedestal, barrel, tub, (3) blue 
risers with white stars, misc. flags. Condition: as stated. This lot is being sold AS 
IS.

1000 
3000

3252

LOT OF 
SCHOENHUT 
HUMPTY 
DUMPTY 
CIRCUS.

Lot of (3) male characters. "Negro Dude" with white top hat. Condition: moth 
damage, age discoloration on clothing. (2) "Hobos". Condition: (1) has been 
repainted, rewigged. The other has had shirt replaced, paint loss. This lot is 
being sold AS IS..

200 
400

3253

LOT OF 
SCHOENHUT 
HUMPTY 
DUMPTY 
CIRCUS.

Lot of "Farmer", (4) animals. Farmer - (head has had repaint.) Animals - Glass 
eye cat (some paint loss). Painted eye - Lamb (repaint), Cow (paint missing), 
Donkey (ears missing, tail replaced). Condition: as stated. This lot is being sold 
AS IS.

200 
400

3254

LOT OF 
SCHOENHUT 
HUMPTY 
DUMPTY 
CIRCUS.

Lot of (3) painted eye animals. Tiger (loss in mouth area). Reduced size - Lion 
(repaint?, tail missing). Leopard (nose rub, tape residue). Condition: as stated. 
This lot is being sold AS IS.

200 
400

3255

LOT OF 
SCHOENHUT 
HUMPTY 
DUMPTY 
CIRCUS.

Lot of REDUCED size personnel, animals, props. Personnel - Farmer, (2) Clowns 
(original clothing but missing (1) hat). Painted eye animals - (2) Donkeys (ears 
replaced?) , Palomino Horse, (2) Elephants (1-has lower trunk missing, ears may 
have been replaced). Props - (3) Chairs, (2) Ladders. Condition: as stated. Some 
paint loss. This lot is being sold AS IS.

200 
400



3256

HUMPTY-
DUMPTY 
LUMPS CANDY 
BOX.

Antique Store Display tin candy box - EVERYBODY'S CANDY, HUMPTY DUMPTY 
LUMPS ("Cocoanut Coated") The Candy That's Dandy, Liebenthal Bros. & Co. 18" 
x 5 1/2" x 11". Condition: paint loss. This is a neat box and it is being sold AS IS.

50 
200

3257
COMPOSITE 
HEAD DOLL; 
CROQUET SET.

Part of the (3) boys PLAYING CROQUET. 17" III A 1930's? Composite shoulder 
head doll with painted blue eyes, open/closed mouth, brown wispy hair. Cloth 
jointed body. Dressed in antique clothing - blue cotton shirt and shorts with 
matching hat. Woven shoes. Condition: body appears to have been recovered 
on front of torso. Vintage replaced arms. Original legs. ("Blue Boy".) Wooden 
box with Child's Table Croquet Set. 15" x 8" x 3". Includes wooden mallets, balls, 
colored "turn" towers. Metal wickets. Table clamps. Condition: this lot is being 
sold AS IS.

200 
400

3258 KAMKINS DOLL.

Part of the (3) boys PLAYING CROQUET. 18" KAMKINS doll with molded masked 
face, painted blue eyes, closed mouth. Original red mohair wig. Cloth body with 
hinged arms and hips. Original 3 pc. Kampkins playsuit. Ivory socks. Black 
oilcloth Made in Germany shoes. Condition: paint loss on cheek; nose rub.

500 
2000

3259 KATHE KRUSE 
DOLL.

Part of the (3) boys PLAYING CROQUET. 18" Early model KATHE KRUSE Doll I 
with wide hips, tab jointed shoulders, applied thumbs. Painted muslin head with 
brown eyes, brown hair. Dressed in vintage red cotton romper, plaid shirt, black 
oilcloth boots. Bottom of left foot is signed and marked Kathe Kruse 16759 on 
sole. Condition: paint loss on seam line. Some age discoloration on hands. No 
repaint. Rubs on nose, ears ("Alex".)

1000 
2000

3260

ANTIQUE 
FRENCH ALL 
BISQUE 
MIGNONETTE 
DOLL.

Lot. 5" "0" Doll with stationary blue eyes, closed mouth, blonde curly mohair 
wig. 5 Pc. body with swivel neck, bare feet. Dressed in original pink silk dress, 
cotton petticoat, pantaloons. Decorated woven hat. Doll comes in an antique 9" 
woven "basket" covered egg, lined in ivory silk. She has an antique ensemble: 
pink silk dress, coat with attached cape, hat with ivory silk ruching brim. Cotton 
bodice, night gown, bonnet, bib - all trimmed with pink lace. Corset, slip, 
petticoat, blankets, pillow. Ivory leather shoes and boots. Socks. Painted fan. 
Condition: nothing observed on bisque. Age loss on the dress she is wearing. 
Minor age loss on egg exterior.

1000 
2000

3261
ANTIQUE 
FRENCH BISQUE 
HEAD DOLL.

16 1/2" Unmarked Fashion socket head on an unmarked bisque shoulder plate 
doll. Stationary blue eyes, closed mouth, pierced ears. Dark brown human hair 
wig coiled into a bun. Vintage cloth body with newer arms, mitt hands. Dressed 
in antique silk dress trimmed with silk fringe. Cotton pantaloons. Gold leather 
slip on shoes. Condition: pimple in bisque under right ear. Black kiln specks. Wig 
heavily glued down. Chip on back edge of shoulder plate. Body has been 
repaired. Age loss on clothing. This lot is being sold AS IS.

200 
400

3262
ANTIQUE 
FRENCH BISQUE 
HEAD DOLL.

15 1/2" "E." Fashion socket head on a bisque shoulder plate doll (mark may be 
under leather). Blue paperweight eyes, closed mouth, pierced ears. Blonde 
mohair wig braided and coiled into a bun, cork pate. Gusseted leather body with 
wooden jointed arms. Dressed in all antique clothing - Navy blue silk 3 pc. suit: 
jacket, over skirt, under skirt, all trimmed with pleating on cuffs, hems. Matching 
hat. Eyelet petticoat, chemise, pantaloons. Black leather "3" heeled boots; 
socks. Condition: flake under right eye. Flake on each ear hole. Tiny pock mark 
over right eye. Finger on right hand repaired. Paint loss on hands.

2000 
3000

3263
ANTIQUE 
FRENCH BISQUE 
HEAD DOLL.

20" 25 FRANCE S.F.B.J. 251 PARIS 10 character doll with blue sleep eyes, open 
mouth, long curly brown French human hair wig. Papier mache fully jointed 
TODDLER body. Dressed in vintage ivory wool dress with lace and embroidery 
detail. Cotton teddy, ivory oilcloth shoes. Condition: mold imperfections on back 
of head. Black kiln specks. Wig pulls. Firing imperfection above left ear. Hands 
have paint loss and repaint. Tiny moth holes on back of dress.

300 
500



3264
ANTIQUE 
FRENCH BISQUE 
HEAD DOLL.

14 1/2" S.F.B.J. PARIS 5 (red stamp illegible) doll with blue sleep eyes, open 
mouth, pierced ears, brown mohair wig. Papier mache fully jointed body marked 
(blue stamp) JUMEAU. Dressed in reproduction French style dress, petticoat. No 
panties. Black leather heeled shoes, rayon socks. Condition: black kiln specks on 
forehead. Chips on rim edge. Paint loss on hands.

200 
400

3265
ANTIQUE 
FRENCH BISQUE 
HEAD DOLL.

18" S.F.B.J. 238 PARIS lady character doll with stationary blue eyes, open mouth, 
honey blonde braided mohair wig. Papier mache jointed body. Dressed in 
antique clothing - silk lined velvet skirt with striped apron, black velvet bodice, 
cotton blouse. Black silk shawl with bead work on back and long fringe edge. 
Cotton pantaloons, socks. Black leather "6" DePose shoes. Condition: Mold/kiln 
imperfection on back rim edge. Tiny imperfection under right ear. Paint loss on 
both hands. Age loss on silk apron, lining.

800 
1500

3266
ANTIQUE 
FRENCH BISQUE 
HEAD DOLL.

27" S.F.B.J. 236 PARIS 12 character doll with blue sleep eyes, open/closed 
laughing mouth with (2) teeth showing. Long curly brown French human hair 
wig. Fully jointed papier mache TODDLER body. Dressed in antique cotton 
clothing - floral dress with Bertha style collar, petticoat, pantaloons, flannel 
petticoat, socks. Toddler's wool felt boots. Note: head was packed with LE 
MONDE newspaper dated 6 juillet 1972 when consignor's mother purchased 
doll on a trip to France. Condition: small mold imperfections on back of head, 
over right ear and on right ear. Tiny cheek rub. Both hands have paint loss. Paint 
loss on back of knee joint.

300 
500

3267
ANTIQUE 
BISQUE HEAD 
DOLL.

24" DEP 11 (German) doll with dark blue paperweight eyes, open mouth, 
pierced ears, dark brown human hair wig, cork pate. Unmarked papier mache 
jointed body. (Head may have been made by Simon & Halbig for SFBJ's Jumeau 
line. Doll has S & H characteristics.) Redressed in attractive reproduction green 
velveteen/satin coat dress with matching bonnet. Cotton underwear. Black 
leather boots, socks. Condition: flakes on right ear hole; kiln crack behind this 
ear. Small rub on each cheek. Both hands have paint loss. Shoes have age loss.

300 
500

3268
ANTIQUE 
FRENCH BISQUE 
HEAD DOLL.

17" DEP (red stamp) TETE JUMEAU 7 doll with blue sleep eyes, open mouth, 
pierced ears, short brown mohair wig. Papier mache jointed body with an 
inoperable voice box. Dressed in antique cotton clothing - tan pleated dress with 
braid trim, corset bodice, panties, NO petticoat. (1) Black oilcloth shoe, socks. 
Vintage straw hat. Condition: Chip, flakes on rim edge. Kiln crack behind right 
ear, over left ear. Flake on right ear hole. Paint loss on right hand, (1) finger 
repaired.

300 
500

3269
ANTIQUE 
FRENCH BISQUE 
HEAD DOLL.

12" (Red stamp) DEPOSE TETE JUMEAU BTE. S.G.D.G. 3 doll with blue papier 
weight eyes, closed mouth with slight space between lips, pierced ears. Blonde 
mohair wig, cork pate, original spring in head. Papier mache jointed body with 
separate wrists is marked (blue stamp) JUMEAU Medaille D'Or PARIS. Dressed in 
factory cotton chemise, petticoat. NO pantaloons. Brown leather shoes are 
marked 3 E J DEPOSEE. Condition: nothing observed on bisque. Wig is thin. Nice 
cabinet size doll.

2000 
3000

3270
ANTIQUE 
FRENCH BISQUE 
HEAD DOLL.

19" DEPOSE E 8 J doll with blue paperweight eyes, closed mouth with slight 
space between lips, (applied?) pierced ears. Blonde mohair wig, cork pate, 
original spring in head. Papier mache jointed body with straight wrists is marked 
(blue stamp) JUMEAU Medaille D'Or PARIS. Body has pull strings which are not 
in working order. Dressed in all antique clothing - Embroidered ivory silk dress 
with shirring, smocking. Cotton lace blouse, petticoat, pantaloons, socks. Fur 
capelet with mother-of-pearl pin. Ivory velvet hat trimmed with feathers, silk 
ribbons, buckles. Wonderful brown leather shoes marked: 8, A La Providence, 74 
Rue do Rivoli, Depose (embossed figure of child). NOTE: shoe size and head size 
correspond. Condition: tiny chip on each ear hole. Repaint on both arms. Repair 
on underside of left hand. Age loss on dress trim and on hat.

3000 
5000



3271
ANTIQUE 
FRENCH BISQUE 
HEAD DOLL.

20" DEPOSE E 9 J (painted red X T) doll with brown paper weight eyes, open 
mouth with slight space between lips, (applied?) pierced ears. Dark brown curly 
French human hair wig, original pate and spring in head. Papier mache jointed 
body with straight wrists is marked (blue stamp) JUMEAU Medaille D'Or PARIS. 
Dressed in reproduction drop waist dress with shirred front and back panels. 
Antique cotton underwear - (2) petticoats, pantaloons. socks. Decorated white 
cloth shoes. Condition: black kiln specks on forehead between eyes. Wear on 
hands. Paint loss on back of left thigh.

3000 
5000

3272
ANTIQUE 
FRENCH BISQUE 
HEAD DOLL.

19" DEPOSE JUMEAU 8 (with painted red HL) doll with brown paper weight eyes, 
closed mouth with slight space between lips, pierced ears. Honey blonde human 
hair wig, cork pate, original spring in head. Papier mache jointed body with 
straight wrists is marked (blue stamp) JUMEAU Medaille D'Or PARIS. Dressed in 
antique clothing - teal silk satin dress with pleating on bodice, sleeves, skirt; 
black velvet on cuffs. (2) Eyelet petticoats, pantaloons. Black lace socks. Black 
leather shoes marked MODES DE PARIS 75. Condition: wig pulls. Black kiln speck 
side of left eye. Flake on left ear hole. Tiny cheek rub. Chips on rim edge (made 
prior to/during firing?) Age loss on shoes.

3000 
5000

3273
ANTIQUE 
FRENCH BISQUE 
HEAD DOLL.

17 1/2" DEPOSE E 8 J (with painted red L) doll with blue papier weight eyes, 
closed mouth with slight space between lips, (applied?) pierced ears. Blonde 
mohair wig, cork pate. Papier mache jointed body with straight wrists marked 
(blue stamp) JUMEAU Medaille D'Or PARIS. Dressed in antique white cotton 
clothing - dress with lace Bertha style collar and rayon yoke. Petticoat, 
pantaloons. Ivory wool hat. Brown leather shoes marked 8 PARIS (bee symbol) 
DEPOSE. Long ermine fur piece wrapped around shoulders. Condition: flake on 
left ear hole. Wear on both hands.

3000 
5000

3274
ANTIQUE 
FRENCH BISQUE 
HEAD DOLL.

18" STEINER Mechanical walking doll (mark not available) with brown paper 
weight eyes, open mouth with upper and lower teeth showing, pierced ears, 
brown curly mohair wig. Papier mache and metal body. One pc. arms. Key on 
left side of torso. When wound, arms go up and down, head goes from side to 
side, left leg moves. Dressed in all antique clothing - heavy teal silk drop waist 
dress with striped velvet trim. Cotton petticoat, pantaloons. Decorated purple 
velvet hat. Aqua oilcloth German shoes., lace socks. Condition: wig is securely 
glue down. Nothing observed on bisque from what can be seen. Age loss to right 
sleeve. Age loss on hat. Doll is in good working order.

1000 
2000

3275
ANTIQUE 
FRENCH BISQUE 
HEAD DOLL.

12" STEINER PARIS FRE A 5 doll with blue paperweight eyes, closed mouth, 
pierced ears. Long curly brown French human hair wig, original cardboard pate. 
Papier mache jointed body with straight wrists is marked (pale blue stamp) Le 
Petite Parisien BEBE STEINER Medaille D'Or PARIS 1889. Dressed in antique 
clothing - burgundy silk satin bodice and separate skirt with velvet braid trim. 
Hat is black lace decorated with feathers, burgundy silk satin ribbon. Cotton 
petticoat, pantaloons. Burgundy socks. Black leather "40" shoes. Condition: kiln 
crack on left ear lobe. Flake on right ear hole. (2) Fingers cracked. Age loss on 
silk bodice. Age loss on shoe straps.There is no crack on back of head.

2000 
3000

3276
ANTIQUE 
FRENCH BISQUE 
HEAD DOLL.

22" STEINER PARIS FRE A 14 doll with blue paperweight eyes, closed mouth, 
pierced ears. Long curly brown French human hair wig, original cardboard pate. 
Papier mache jointed body with straight wrists is marked (blue stamp) Petite 
Parisien BEBE STEINER. Dressed in reproduction French style jacquard/type drop 
waist dress with silk front panel, ruffles; pleated skirt. Matching hat is trimmed 
with silk fringe, fruit. Antique cotton underwear - (2) petticoats, pantaloons. 
Black socks. black leather L.D. PARIS shoes. Condition: tiny cheek rub(s). Several 
black kiln specks. Wear on hands.

3000 
5000

3277
ANTIQUE 
FRENCH BISQUE 
HEAD DOLL.

18" SCHMITT (shield symbol) 2 doll with blue paperweight eyes, closed mouth, 
pierced ears, curly blonde mohair wig, cork pate. Papier mache jointed 8-ball 
body with straight wrists is marked with the black shield symbol on bottom of 
torso. Dressed in antique burgundy drop waist coat dress - silk satin dress with 
pleated skirt; attached velvet coat with lace collar/cuffs. Teddy, NO petticoat. 
Black leather "2" J.R. shoes; ivory lace socks. Condition: flake on each ear hole. 
Sole missing on right foot.

5000 
8000



3278
ANTIQUE 
FRENCH BISQUE 
HEAD DOLL.

9" Petite 1887-1900 GAULTIER (Incised) F.G. (in scroll symbol) 4 doll with blue 
paper weight eyes, closed mouth, curly brown French human hair wig, cork 
pate. Papier mache jointed body with straight wrists is unmarked. Dressed in 
vintage 2 pc. dress. Antique cotton teddy, petticoat, pantaloons, socks. Brown 
leather shoes. Condition: nose rub. Minor paint touch up on body.

300 
500

3279
ANTIQUE 
FRENCH BISQUE 
HEAD DOLL.

12" (incised) "4" BRU JNE (BEBE TETEUR) nursing doll with blue paper weight 
eyes, open mouth with hole for nipple, pierced ears, short honey blonde mohair 
wig. Mechanism in head for sucking up liquid; back of head has the turn key. 
Papier mache jointed body has straight wrists and is marked (blue stamp) BEBE 
BRU NO. 4. Dressed in antique white cotton clothing - long christening gown, 
long petticoat, half petticoat, pantaloons, matching bonnet. Condition: flake on 
outer corner of right eye. Pock mark on forehead. Chips on turn key hole on 
back of head. Right foot cracked. Age loss on bonnet.

3000 
5000

3280
ANTIQUE 
FRENCH BISQUE 
HEAD DOLL.

16" 1887-1889 (Incised) BRU JNE 7 doll with blue paper weight eyes, closed 
mouth with slight space between lips, pierced ears. Long curly brown French 
human hair wig, cork pate, original spring in head. Original papier mache jointed 
body with separate hands is marked on back (blue stamp) BEBE BRU No. 7 just 
below neckline. Dressed in antique clothing - dotted net dress with silk ribbon 
trim. Pink cotton liner with insertion lace/silk ribbon trim. Matching ruffled head 
piece with pink silk ribbon trim. Cotton petticoat, pantaloons. Net stockings, red 
leather BRU JNE PARIS shoes. Condition: kiln crack over right ear and tiny 
imperfections on same ear. Minor kiln dust on cheeks. 1/4" Red firing line on left 
cheek. Wear on torso around neck. Wear on right thumb. Left foot cracked
/repaired. This is a beautiful doll.

3000 
5000



Buyer’s Premium: 20% 

Terms & Conditions of Sale 

Alderfer Auction, 501 Fairgrounds Road, Hatfield, PA 19440. 215.393.3000. 

By bidding at Alderfer Auction whether it be live, online, onsite, absentee or phone bid, you agree to be bound by Alderfer Auction’s Terms & Conditions stated here forth. 
Addendum statements made day of auction take precedence over previously printed materials. 
 
The validity and interpretation of any of the terms and provisions of this agreement or of the rights and duties of the parties under this agreement shall be governed by the 
laws of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and venue of all proceedings shall occur in Montgomery County, PA. 
 
1. Bidding Qualifications 
Live Bidding 
Buyers must register for a bidding number by giving name, address, phone number, and identification acceptable to us. Please show your bidder number to the auctioneer 
after each purchase you make. 
 
The highest bidder shall be the buyer, and if any dispute arises between two or more bidders, the auctioneer shall decide the buyer or immediately put the item up for sale 
again. In the event of a tie between an online bidder and the floor bidder, the successful bidder will be at the Auctioneer’s discretion. The auctioneer’s decision will be binding 
and final. 
 
Some lots are offered subject to a reserve, which is a confidential minimum price below which such a lot will not be sold. The record of sale, kept by the auctioneer and clerk, 
will be taken as absolute and final in all disputes. 
 
Live and Online Bidding 
Live and Online Auctions are conducted in front of a live audience. During these events each item presented in the auction is also available for bidding in an online venue 
hosted by a third party provider. While the auctioneer is receiving bids from an assembled audience, phone and absentee bidders, the auctioneer is also taking bids from 
bidders who are bidding through the third-party providers in real time or by advance bidding. Following the auction the successful bidders are notified and payment 
arrangements are made; applicable buyer’s premium applies. 
 
At its discretion, Alderfer Auction may also accept bids from approved internet bidders. Alderfer Auction or any of its staff shall not be held responsible or liable for any human 
or technical bidding errors, or internet bidding system shutdowns that may occur. 
 
Alderfer Online Only Bidding 
Alderfer Auction sometimes uses the services of a third party auction platform for online bidding. Please refer to third party website for how to register and bid online. Buyer is 
responsible for all online bidding. Alderfer Auction cannot place bids for the buyer as the buyer must properly register and bid through the third party platform. 
 
At its discretion, Alderfer Auction may also accept bids from approved internet bidders. Alderfer Auction or any of its staff shall not be held responsible or liable for any human 
or technical bidding errors, or internet bidding system shutdowns that may occur. 
 
Live Online Auctions (Online Only Auction with Multiple Bidding Platforms) 
Auction is open for pre-bidding until the start of the auction at which time pre-bidding will cease and the auction will go live at the auction center (no live audience, just our 
auctioneer and auction staff). When the auction goes live, lots will be sold one at a time, in numerical order, by a live auctioneer who will be taking bids from multiple online 
bidding platforms, absentee and phone bids. During pre-bidding you are able to submit a max (maximum) bid. The bidding platform or our auction staff will bid on your behalf 
up to the maximum bid that you have entered.  Once the auction goes live if you wish to increase your bid you will have to wait until that lot opens for bidding and enter any 
additional bids manually. 

 
Absentee Bidding 
For those unable to attend the auction, Alderfer Auction offers the absentee bid service as a convenience to our patrons. Alderfer Auction will not be held responsible for error 
or failure to execute the bid(s). Absentee bids must be in writing and a fifty dollar ($50) minimum bid is required per item. 
 
Phone Bidding 
Phone bids must be in writing. All phone bids are required to open at $250 or half of the published estimate (whichever is greater and no less than $250). We suggest 
that phone and absentee bids be made 24 hours in advance to allow time for processing.  

• Everyone leaving an absentee/phone bid must be willing to leave their credit card number to assure payment of a successful bid(s) is received by the end of the 
next day following an auction.  

• Illegible bid(s) will be disregarded.  
• Applicable sales tax will be added to the sales total unless a tax-exempt number is on file in our office by the day of the auction.  
• Applicable Buyer’s Premium will be added to each purchase.  
• All successful bid(s) requested to be shipped to the buyer will be sent by an in-house or third party shipper and billed by the shipper.  
• Buyer is responsible to make shipping arrangements.  
• Bids are executed in competition with the audience on an alternate basis. Due to uncertainties of bidding, a lot may sell to the audience for the same amount 

authorized by the absentee bid. To avoid this possibility, the absentee bidder may authorize Alderfer Auction to increase their bid by one increment by placing a (+) 
sign beside the bid price.  

• Merchandise is to be removed from the Auction location during the specific auction’s stated pick-up dates and times.   
• Alderfer Auction offers the absentee/phone bid service as a convenience to our patrons who are unable to attend the auction.  
• Alderfer Auction will not be held responsible for error or failure to execute the bid.  
• All items are sold as is without warranty or guarantee.  

 
Alderfer Auction shall have the right to accept absentee and phone bids for any items consigned for any particular auction. Alderfer Auction reserves the right not to execute 
any absentee bid at its discretion and to have no liability for any inadvertent failure to execute any such bids. 

 
Bidding Increments for Live & Phone Bidding 
Generally, bidding increments are made as follows although Auctioneer has the discretion and authority to change. Online bidding increments may vary, see each auction for 
details. 

 
Minimum   Maximum  Bid Increment 
Dollar Amount Dollar Amount  



US $0    US $49  US $5 
US $50   US $199  US $10 
US $200   US $499  US $25 
US $500   US $999  US $50 
US $1,000   US $1,999  US $100 
US $2,000   US $4,999  US $250 
US $5,000   US $9,999  US $500 
US $10,000   US $19,999  US $1,000 
US $20,000   US $49,999  US $2,500 
US $50,000   US $99,999  US $5,000 
US $100,000 and above at Auctioneer’s discretion 
 
 
For Example: When price is at $150, the next bid increment is $160. When price is $250, the next bid increment is $275. When the price is $500, the next accepted bid is 
$550. 

 
2. Buyer’s Premium, Sales Tax & Payment 
Applicable buyer’s premium is applied per auction. The hammer price, buyer’s premium and sales tax shall be added together to reach the total purchase price for an item.  
 
PA residents pay 6% sales tax unless a Tax-Exempt Form is on file. Please note when bidding on Live Auctioneers third-party platform and are an out-of-state buyer: if you 
live in a state that Live Auctioneers has sales tax nexus in, Live Auctioneers will include sales tax unless you have a valid tax exemption certificate on file with them. 
 
Upon a successful online bid the credit card registered for said online bidding platform whether Alderfer Online or a 3rd party platform will be billed automatically for all winning 
bids within the auction. 

 
Acceptable forms of payments are Visa, MasterCard, Discover, American Express, PayPal (with the exception of Firearms, Militaria & Sporting Auctions), wire transfer, money 
order, cash and check.  

 
Payments are due immediately upon purchase and before exiting the facility. Returned checks will be assessed a $35 charge for insufficient funds. 

 
Successful online bidders, who bid through a third party online bidding platform, will be assessed a 5% surcharge. This charge offsets the fee collected by the third party 
platform. For more information regarding this charge please see third party website for terms. 

 
3. Pick-Up and Shipping  

Customer Responsibility Check List: 

• Payment 
• Pickup or Shipping Scheduling/Arrangements 
• Vehicle, Helpers, Packing Supplies 
• Review Terms 

Alderfer Auction offers in-house shipping, subject to limitations. Shipping, handling and insurance fees are additional to the total purchase price. YOU ARE RESPONSIBLE 
FOR MAKING SHIPPING ARRANGEMENTS. Fees must be paid in advance by credit card. If you choose to ship your item, Alderfer Auction never automatically assumes 
that you want shipping. Please email shipping at shipping@alderferauction.com if you have questions. 
 
While we try to provide shipping for most items that our auctions offer, items that are large, heavy or more fragile in nature will need to be shipped by a third party. It is at the 
discretion of the shipping department to determine which items can be shipped and which will require third-party shipping. Please see a list of our shippers below. 
 
Collegeville UPS Store #3575 
610-409-2580 
Store3575@theupsstore.com 
 
Hatfield UPS Store #5007 
215-997-2212 
store5007@theupsstore.com 
 
Craters and Freighters of Philadelphia   
215-234-8090 
http://www.cratersandfreightersphilly.com/get-a-quote 
 
Top Notch Transport 
309-253-9700 
info@topnotchtransport@gmail.com 
 
Alderfer Auction is not responsible for any damage or loss that occurs via a third-party shipper.  
 
Alderfer Auction may refuse shipping an item due to the size, weight, and fragile nature of certain items. We do not offer in-house shipping for: framed canvas paintings, 
glassware, statues/figurines made of glass, porcelain, or other breakable materials. We understand for some items there may be exceptions, however it is at the discretion of 
the shipping department to determine which items can be shipped and which items will require third-party shipping.  
 
If you choose to pick-up your lots at the Auction Center, you must schedule a pickup appointment via https://booking.appointy.com/alderferauction. Appointments are 
accepted Monday – Friday 9:00AM – 4:00PM. Packing materials are the responsibility of the purchaser. 
 
 
Fine and Decorative Arts Shipping 
For Fine and Decorative Arts and Collectors auctions, please contact shipping@alderferauction.com to request shipping. While we try to provide shipping for most items that 
our auctions offer, oversized, heavy or more fragile items will need to be shipped third-party. In addition, Alderfer Auction does not have an export license so all international 
shipments valued at $2,500.00 or higher, including hammer price and buyer’s premium, must be shipped by a third-party shipper. 
 

Jewelry Shipping 
Jewelry purchased with a credit card by first time customers of Alderfer Auction will not be express shipped and may take up to 7 – 10 business days to be released for 

mailto:shipping@alderferauction.com
mailto:store5007@theupsstore.com
http://www.cratersandfreightersphilly.com/
https://booking.appointy.com/alderferauction
mailto:shipping@alderferauction.com


shipping. This hold on shipping does not apply to payment made with cash, money order, wire transfer, payment through a third-party bidding platform and payment through 
PayPal provided that the shipping address on the PayPal transaction matches the shipping address we are provided.   

Firearm Shipping 
See below in #10 Firearms. 

International Shipping 
Alderfer Auction can provide limited in-house shipping through USPS on international purchases under $200.00, that are not oversized, heavy or fragile. Purchases over 
$200.00, or ones not eligible for in-house shipping will be referred to a third-party shipper. 

4. Holding & Handling Fees; Product Abandonment 
We would like to take this opportunity to thank you for your business and make you aware of a new policy beginning November 2, 2020.   

Due to our increased online business and space limitations, auction items must be picked up in a timely manner within 10 business days of auction close.  

Thus, we are implementing a Holding and Handling Program effective November 2, 2020. When you are a winning bidder of an Alderfer Online (at offsite location) you are 
required to pick-up your items at that location on given date and scheduled time. 

If you request to have your lots brought back (at additional cost) from a location to Alderfer Auction, Hatfield, you are required to pick-up items within 10 business days. 

Following industry standards, after business 10 days you will be assessed a $5.00 per lot, per day, Holding and Handling fee. This fee will be assessed and charged to your 
credit card upon pickup of your items. Please note that if items are picked up within 10 days, you will not incur a fee. Please note that equipment and vehicle Holding and 
Handling fees are $125/month. 

Please note that unpaid items still remaining at our auction center 30 calendar days after the auction date will be considered abandoned and will be consigned to a future 
auction without additional notice to the purchaser. 
 
 
5. Warranty & Condition Reports 
All announcements made on auction day shall take precedence over previously distributed information, print or electronic media. 

All items are sold "AS-IS, where-is" with no warranty expressed or implied. Descriptions are believed to be accurate but not guaranteed. Please bid accordingly if you are 
uncertain of the condition or use of an item. Statements by Alderfer Auction regarding the condition of objects are for guidance only and should not be relied upon as 
statements of fact, and do not constitute a representation or assumption of liability by Alderfer Auction. Photographs may also be used to represent condition of an item.  

While every effort is made to determine provenance, authenticity and condition, it is the responsibility of the Bidder to arrive at their own conclusion prior to bidding. 
Provenance and authenticity including attributions are guaranteed by neither the consignor nor Alderfer Auction. 

Alderfer Auction strongly encourages bidders to personally inspect all lots. The Bidder should also review online descriptions, listings and/or catalogs to obtain necessary 
information. Bidders may contact Alderfer Auction for a condition report at ConditionReport@AlderferAuction.com. Alderfer Auction will attempt to furnish one, but shall not be 
liable for failing to do so. All auction inquiries must be received a minimum of 48 hours prior to the start of the auction. 

Textiles 
Textiles including rugs, are subject to varying degrees of wear, soiling and damage including pest damage and dry rot.  Bidders are responsible to satisfy themselves 
regarding the condition of the items they are bidding on from the information and photographs provided, by personal inspection at preview or by calling Alderfer Auction prior 
to preview for a condition report.  All items are sold “AS IS.” 

 

6. Estimates 
Item estimates provided in print or electronic media are not a representation or a prediction of the hammer price that will be realized at auction, which may be substantially 
different from our original estimates. We shall not be liable for any discrepancies between our estimates and a price realized. 
 
Any appraisal, estimate or opinion expressed by any principal or employee of Alderfer Auction, consultant to Alderfer Auction, or other person with respect to the anticipated 
auction price of any item or merchandise is a statement of opinion only and Alderfer Auction makes no guarantee, warranty or agreement with respect to the sale price of any 
item. 

7. Artwork Authorship & Authenticity 
General 

1. If we say "c." for circa, a certain date, then it was made within 25 years of that date.   
2. Measurements are given within 1" of actual size.   
3. Measurements are given height before width.  
4. WAF means With All Faults 
5. Alderfer Auction is not responsible for color variations in print and electronic media. 
6. Alderfer Auction is not responsible for typos in print and electronic media. 
7. Terms & Conditions may change frequently and without notice. Latest version of Terms & Conditions will always supersede any previous printed or online 

statements. 

Authorship 
1. Name of Artist- Indicates that the work, in our best judgment, is by the named artist.   
2. Attributed to- In our best judgment, the work may be by the artist.   
3. Circle of- In our best judgment, a work of the period of the artist and closely related to the artist's style.   
4. School of- In our best judgment, a work by a pupil or follower of the artist.   
5. After- In our best judgment, a copy of the known work of the artist. 
6. In the Manner of- This painting represents the style of the named artist but was painted at a later date; the authorship is unknown.    

 



Authenticity  
Signature- The signature, inscriptions and dates are transcribed in print as they appear and are located as follows:  
 
SLL: Signed Lower Left  
SLR: Signed Lower Right 
SUL: Signed Upper Left 
SUR: Signed Upper Right 
SLC: Signed Lower Center 
SUC: Signed Upper Center.   

1. If we state "signed" in our opinion, the signature is of the named artist.   
2. If we state "bears signature" in our opinion, the signature might be that of the artist, but we make no guarantee that the work is by the named artist.   

Authentication Policy for the sale of US/Foreign Coins, Autographs, Comic Books, Sports Cards, Diamonds and Gemstones. 

1. Items offered for sale are described and graded by Alderfer Auction Team of specialists, relying on personal knowledge, comparable sales and research in their 
respective fields. These items are described for information purposes, and are sold “As Is”. Buyer(s) shall satisfy themselves through inspection, photos and/or 
condition reports.  

2. ONLY guarantee of authentication is if documentation is provided by a third-party service including- PSA, SGC, ANACS and GIA. 

 
8. Clocks and Watches 
Due to the sensitive and mechanical nature of clocks and watches, we do not guarantee them to be in running or working condition. 

9. Furniture 
If we say "Chippendale Mahogany Chest of Drawers," we represent that the piece was made during that period.   

If we say "Chippendale Style Mahogany Chest of Drawers," we represent that the piece looks like the period mentioned, but it was crafted at a later date. 

10. Firearms 
Alderfer Auction is a Licensed Federal Firearms Dealer (FFL) located in southeastern Pennsylvania. Whether you are buying or selling firearms at Alderfer Auction you will be 
assured that your firearms have been processed according to the rigorous regulations established by the Federal Government. It is recommended that all Firearms be 
checked by a competent gunsmith before firing to ensure safe usage. 
 
Registration Fees 
A $15 per gun transaction fee will be assessed for gun registration; $10 per gun transaction fee thereafter which is in addition to the total purchase price. 
 
Firearm Laws 
All firearms are sold in accordance with Federal and Pennsylvania State Laws. All post 1898 (Modern) firearms must be registered in compliance with Federal and State Law. 
Purchasers of Modern firearms who are Pennsylvania residents must complete state and federal registration forms at Alderfer Auction, 501 Fairgrounds Rd., Hatfield, PA 
19440, or provide a signed copy of a Federal Firearms License from a dealer that your purchase can be shipped to. FFL Dealers and out-of-state buyers must have in their 
possession on the day of sale, signed copies of their Federal Firearms License in order to accept same-day delivery of modern firearms. Buyers who act as agents for FFL 
dealers must have a letter of agency as well as a signed copy of the dealers Federal Firearms License (FFL). Internet bidders who are out-of-state buyers and FFL dealers 
must fax a current FFL license within 24 hours of the close of the sale to Alderfer Auction at 215-368-9055. Curio & Relic FFL licenses will be accepted on auction lots 
indicated in the description "(C&R)”. 
 
Specific State Restrictions 
Auctions may contain many firearms and items that are non-compliant (not allowed) in certain States. Alderfer Auction WILL NOT ship or SELL any of these items that are 
prohibited in any State. We are aware of these Sates and their Laws and it is the duty of each potential bidder to make sure they are allowed to own this legally in their 
respective States. Alderfer Auction WILL NOT convert or make any firearm compliant to meet a certain State's requirements. Listed here are state laws restricting the sale of 
certain high-capacity magazines. These are STATE laws, sometimes there are COUNTY or CITY laws with stricter restrictions. It is your responsibility to be or become familiar 
with local gun laws.  

California: We do not ship, sell, or offer for sale any magazines over 10 rounds to anyone in California or anyone using a billing address in the state of California.  

D.C.: We do not ship, sell, or offer for sale any magazines over 10 rounds to anyone in the District of Columbia or anyone using a billing address for the District of Columbia. 

Hawaii: We do not ship, sell, or offer for sale any magazines over 10 rounds that may fit a handgun to anyone in Hawaii or anyone using a billing address in the state of 
Hawaii.  

Illinois: We do not ship, sell, or offer for sale any magazines over 12 rounds to anyone in Chicago, IL or anyone using a billing address in Chicago, IL. We do not ship, sell, or 
offer for sale any magazines over 15 rounds to anyone in Aurora, IL or anyone using a billing address in Aurora, IL.  

Maryland: We do not ship, sell, or offer for sale any magazines over 20 rounds to anyone in Maryland or anyone using a billing address in the state of Maryland.  

Massachusetts: We do not ship, sell, or offer for sale any magazines over 10 rounds to anyone in Massachusetts or anyone using a billing address in the state of 
Massachusetts.  

New Jersey: We do not ship, sell, or offer for sale any magazines over 10 rounds to anyone in New Jersey or anyone using a billing address in the state of New Jersey. 
Firearms cannot be picked up at Alderfer Auction. All firearms must be shipped to a FFL holder in your state (including bb, pellet, and black powder items). Assault weapons 
and banned firearms cannot be purchased at Alderfer Auction; find complete list per N.J.S. 2C:39 – 1. 

New York: We do not ship, sell, or offer for sale any magazines over 10 rounds to anyone in New York or anyone using a billing address in the state of New York.  

Any firearms sold containing prohibited magazines as mentioned above will be shipped less the banned magazine, no refunds will be offered. 

Purchasers may inspect the merchandise and are urged to do so. The Auctioneer makes no warranty as to condition and shall not be responsible for any defects in any Lot. 
Any used firearm should be inspected by a competent gunsmith for safety, function, and proper ammunition type/size before attempting to fire. Any description of mechanical 



function or condition does NOT mean the gun has been inspected or tested for firing capabilities. All goods are exposed for Public Exhibition and for Internet buyer's, condition 
is described in the listings. 

Firearm Shipping 
Please send all FFL’s to shipping@alderferauction.com or text a copy to 833-609-5701. 
Antique firearms, please complete and submit Shipping Request Form at https://www.alderferauction.com/services/shipping. 
 
Alderfer Auction is FFL approved and therefore all shipping, packing and insurance are handled by us. Fees must be paid in advance and the shipping cost will be applied to 
your credit card on file. Shipping, handling and insurance fees will be applied to each item. To economize, we will pack multiple items of similar size and type together if 
possible. 
 
All firearms require insurance and a required signature. 
 
Any winning bid outside the continental United States must make arrangements with an FFL Importer/Exporter. The bidder is responsible for all shipping costs related to 
Alderfer Auction and to the Importer/Exporter. 
 
Packing fees:  
 

1. $25 for the first long gun 
2. $10 for each additional long gun 
3. $11 for the first handgun 
4. $6 fee for each additional handgun 

 
Any winning bidder wanting to ship a firearm or firearms outside of the continental United States must make arrangements with an FFL Importer/Exporter. The bidder is 
responsible for all shipping costs related to Alderfer Auction requirements as stated above to the Importer/Exporter, and all costs in accordance with the Importer/Exporter in 
shipping the firearm(s) to said bidder. 
 
Questions regarding shipping, handling and insurance costs or tracking of your package, please contact our shipping department at shipping@AlderferAuction.com. 
 
Please allow 2 weeks for shipping from receipt of payment. You will receive an emailed tracking number once your package is shipped. 
 
11. Endangered Species  
Each threatened and endangered species will be assessed on a case-by-case basis as mandated by State and Federal laws. If you have questions please call 215.393.3000.  

12. Estate Sale Auctions 
Alderfer Auction conducts auctions at various different onsite locations through online only timed auctions. The terms and conditions mentioned herein apply to these auctions 
along with the requirements below regarding merchandise pick-up. 
 
Designated pick-up times are established for customers to remove their purchased items. Schedule a pick-up time via https://booking.appointy.com/alderferauction or call 
215.393.3000. https://booking.appointy.com/alderferauction instructions will be included in your invoice. 
 
NO REFUNDS will be given on purchased items that are not picked up during the designated pick-up time. 
 
Delivery 
Delivery fees are additional to the total purchase price. Please call or email for delivery fees for your particular lot(s). Fees must be paid in advance by credit card. If you 
choose to have your item(s) delivered, YOU ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR MAKING DELIVERY ARRANGEMENTS. Please call us to arrange these services no later than 24 
hours prior to the auction pick-up time. 
 
If you are in need of your purchase being brought back to Alderfer Auction for pick-up at our facility or would like the item(s) to be delivered to your home, call or email to make 
delivery arrangements: 
 
Alderfer Auction 
Delivery Department 
215.393.3000 office 
267.638.1063 direct  
AlderferOnline@AlderferAuction.com 
 
13. Limitations of Liability 
Alderfer Auction is not liable for any breach or default by the consignor of a Lot. Alderfer Auction may withdraw any item before the sale if there is doubt as to the authenticity, 
title, or laws restricting the sale of the item or the accuracy of the Consignor’s representations. 
 
14. Governing Law 
Pennsylvania State Law prohibits any owner from bidding on their own merchandise to enhance the value. “Bidding in” or bidding on behalf of the Consignor shall be grounds 
for discontinuation of the auction and a claim for any resulting damages including, but not limited to, a reasonable amount for lost commissions. 
 
Alderfer Auction logo(s), content and photography are copyright materials that may not be copied, used or duplicated without the written consent of Alderfer Auction, 501 
Fairgrounds Rd., Hatfield, PA 19440. 
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